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Aaron Breck Gordon Name 02/83, Device 02/89

Sable, in pale a ducal coronet and a griffin segreant Or, maintaining two swords proper,
all within an orle of chain Or.
A’edan Ó Díomasaigh Name 12/08, Device 01/12
Azure, in pale a stag trippant and a mullet of nine points Or, on a bordure argent three
shamrocks vert.
Adalhaid of Oak Leah Name 03/84, Device 12/86
Per saltire gules and azure, a wolf statant ululant between two· acorns in pale Or.
--Augmentation of Arms 07/11
Per saltire gules and azure, a wolf statant ululant between two acorns in pale
Or, as an augmentation in canton a triskele argent.
Adan Calentaur Name 08/87, Device 11/88
Or, six trees eradicated vert within a bordure sable.
Adelheid Leinwater Name and Device 06/03
Argent, a schnecke purpure issuant from dexter base and on a chief wavy vert, three
edelweiss blossoms argent seeded Or.
--Badge 11/09
(Fieldless) An edelweiss argent seeded Or.
Adelrie Drago Name and Device 04/98
Per chevron inverted sable and Or, in chief a dragon passant and in base three swords
fessWise in pale counterchanged.
Adiva the Berber Name and Device 02/89
Sable, on a fess wavy between three sinister batwings argent, a horse couchant
reguardant gules.
Ademar de Montpezat Name and. Device 02/92
Argent, a sea-griffin erect sable within an orle azure.
Adon Gerhardt de Languedoc Name and Device 06/92
Argent, a lyre gules between three torteaux, a chief gules semy-de-lys argent.
Adriana Maria Presley Name 12/86
Adrienne Creseentia de la Fere Name and Device 04/e9
Per pale azure and argent, two bars dancetty flory couhterflory counterchanged.
Adsiltia filia Honorii Name 10/93, Device 03/94
Aiure, a winged rabbit sejant, in ch:ief three open books argent. --Badge 10/95
(Fieldless) On an open scroll bendwise argent an acorn proper.
Aedilwulf Caehelove aet WarWie Name and Device 04/90
Per chevron argent and chequy gules and argent, two crosses crossletgules and a wolf
rampant reguardant sable.
Aeleis Midwinter Name 02/96
Aethelthryth of Acleah Name 05/82, Device 09/83
Gyronny sable and vert, a doe lodged guardant argent between four acorns in cross Or.
--Badge 09/92
(Fieldless) A dragon's head couped Or.
Æoelwulf Omundes sunu Name and Device 11/99
Per pale vert and sable, an oak tree eradicated and in chief two acorns argent.
Æsa bogsveigir Name and Device 08/10
Gules, an arrow and a needle in saltire, on a chief Or a boar statant gules.
Æthelgar Regenwealdsune Name and Device 09/95
Argent, an tree eradicated proper, on a chief azure a seax reversed blade to chief
argent.
Æthelwynn Rmdwulfesdohter Name 01/02, Device 11/02
Argent, a wolf rampant gules and on a chief wavy sable three estoiles argent.
Ágeirr Jón of Cathanar Name and Device 04/92
Sable, in pale three squirrel hides inverted argent and a bezant, three and one.

Badge 04/92 .
Per pale Or and sable, a treecouped within a bordure embattled, all counterchanged.
Agnarr Hamalsson Name 09/09
Agrippina di Conti Name and Badge 08/79 .
Per pale argent and azure, a fox's head couped at the neck counterchanged.
(For the Household of Moorburn)
--Device 03/81
Or, a rose sable, slipped and leaved, barbed and seeded proper, its stem entwined by a
serpent, head to sinister, gules.
Aíbinn ingen Artáin Name 03/03, Device 12/04
Argent semy-de-,Iys azure, on a pale vert a Celtic cross argent.
--Badge 05/08
Vert, on a roundel per pale Or and azure, a fluer-de-lis counterchanged.
Aíbinn ingen Daibhídh Name 10/08
Ainbthen inghean Risdeig Name 09/03
Aindrea Macleod Name and Device 05/94
Azure, a skull argent, on a chief Or a pellet between a decrescent and an increscent
sable.
Airtín Ó Leocháin Name 02/96
Aislinn Ard na Tine Name and Device 12/83
Per fess sable and argent, a wolf salient between in 'pale a crescent inverted and a
crescent counterchanged.
Æscwynne aet Bodanhamme Name 04/07, Alternate Name 04/06
Nadezhda Petrova Stoianova
--Badge 04/06
(Fieldless) A reindeer passant within and conjoined to an annulet sable.
Akilina loanna Rostislavova Name 06/95, Device 10/95
Quarterly azure ermined argent and sable, a Russian wolfhound courant bendwise between
in bend sinister two gamecocks argent.
Alain de la Vignerie Name 10/94, Device 03/99
Per bend sinister arg.ent and purpure, a bunch of grapes slipped and leaved proper, and
a gobleUnverted bendwise sinister argent.
Alain Picot de Boisfeuillu Name 12/85
Alana Megan Armstrong Name 09/9S
Alaric Eduardo Alfonso de Castilla Name 02/96, Device 12/95
Argent, a ram's head cabossed gules transfixed by a !sword inverted sable pommeled
gules.
--Household Name 02/96
Ram and Sword, House of
Alaric Valdemar Whitewolf Name 08/86, Device 12/86
Sable, a patriarchal cross Or between three wolves' heads erased argent.
--Badge 12/86
Sable, a patriarchal cross Or surmounted by a wolfs head erased argent.
Alasdair Francis MacDhomhnuill Name 08/86, Device 08/90
Per pale azure and vert, two axes in saltire Or; fretted of a bowen knot, overall an
annulet argent.
Alberic of Seawall Name 02/92, Device 12/92
Barry wavy argent and azure, two oars in saltire proper and a bordure sable.
Alberich Peregrinator Name and Device 03/81
Azure, in pale a ram's head couped at the shoulder contourny argent and a barrulet wavy
Or.
Albert Snowdon Name 09/95

Albreda of Uffitum Name 01/12
Aldis Samsdottir Name

03/12

Aldrich Atwater Name 03/84, Device 04/85
Azure, chape-ploye argent, a label of three points, a unicorn's head couped sable, and
an oak tree eradicated above in base three shamrocks two and one Or.
--Badge 10/87
Azure, an oak tree eradicated and in base three trefoils Or. (For House Autumn Oak)
--Household Name 10/87
Autumn Oak, House
Alejandra Isabel Murray Name and Device 11/88
Or, a pile wavy bendwise between a serpent glissant palewise gules, maintaining in its
mouth an arrow bendwise inverted sable arid a castle triple-towered gules.
Alejandro del Águila Name 10/92, Device 12/92
Azure, three goblets and on a chief urdy argent, two annulets conjoined sable.
Alessandra della Luna Name and Device 05/09
Azure, a crescent and on a chief embattled argent three suns vert.
Alessandra Rodríguez de Léon Name 10/92, Device 10/93·
Argent, a ram's head capossed sable, a bordure purpure.
Alessandra Volpe Name 02/07
Alexander Blackstone Name 12/03
Alexander MacKai Name 03/99
Alexander McBain Name 03/99, Device 09/00
Sable, a maunche erminois within a bordure countercompony Or and sable.
Alexander Maddison Midwinter Name 02/96
Alexander Mareschal Name and Device 12/81
Azure,in saltire a recorder surmounting a dagger inverted proper.
--Badge 02/83
(Fieldless) In saltire a recorder surmounting a dagger inverted proper.
Alexander Valiant Name 01/10, Device 04/10
Argent, a cross Moline gules within a bordure gules crusilly Moline argent.
Alexandra Edmonds Name and Device 01/12
Purpure, two natural seahores respectant and a chief invected argent.
Alexandra Shipman Name 03/99
Alexandre Christophe de Nancy Name 12/85
Alexandre de la Roche Name 11/98
Alfric Northwind Name and Device 09/83
Per fess indented azure and sable, a fess dancetty and in base a compass-star argent.
--Badge 01/91
Azure, fretty, a compass star within a bordure argent.
Ali ibn Ibrahim 'Abd al-Aziz Name and Device 10/92
Per pale Or and argent, in cross a crescent, another bendwise, another bendwise
sinister, and a mullet of six points sable.
Alianore Astralis Name 05/83, Device 10/92
Vert, on a sun between three f1eurs-de-lys Or, a wyvern maintaining a harp gules.
Alianore de Clare Name and Device 09/11
Per pale gules and sable, a dragonfly and in base two bars wavy Or.
Alicea Ros Ericsdottir Name 09/95

Alienora de Buchan Name 04/02, Device 09/03
Argent, a bend wavy between two butterflies sable.
Alienora de Lochor Name 05/93
Alistair the Wanderer of Devon Name 12/83
Alix de Lyon Name 03/94, Device 12/97
Or, a horse rampant between three fleurs de lis sable.
Aliyyah bint al-Azhar Name and Device 11/02
Or, on a bend sable between two fleurs-de-Iysgules three crescents palewise Or.
Allasan nin Dhonnchaidh Name 10/92
Allesandra Francesca Karina del Bochetto Name and Device 08/86
Per bend sinister argent and azure, a bend sinister wavy counterchanged between a
dolphin naiant bendwise sinister vert and another facing siniste(and inverted, argent, on a
chief vert three escallops Or.
Alrick von Baeker Name and Device 07/74
Or, a panther passant bendwise azure.
--Badge 05/85
Gules, ermined Or, an eagle displayed argent charged on the breast with a castle sable.
--Household Name 05/85 .
Adlersburg, Household of
Alrik Olesson Name 06/91, Device 04/92
Per chevron lozengy argent and gules, and sable, two drinking horns fesswise, mouths to
center, and a bear's head erased Or.
Alson Muir Name and Device 03/01
Argent semy of quill pens sable, a coney couchant reguardant purpure.
Alys de la Mer Name and Device 12/83
Per chevron inverted argent and vert, in cross a dolphin haurient to sinister azure and
three fountains.
Alysia Gabrielle de Fougeres Name 02/89, Device 02/91
Per chevron vert and chevronelly argent and azure, in .chief an escallop inverted argent
between two dolphins haurient respectant Or.
Alysoun Jeuneterre Name 06/83, Device 08/91
Vert, a cup between three mullets within an orle wavy argent.
--Alternate Name 12/94
Aldyth ferch Uywelyn
Amalric de Mannia Name 11/01
Amaryllis Woodruff Name and Device 11/88
Ermine, two dolphins hauriant addorsed vert.
Ambra Micheli Household Name 02/11
--Hart Haven Company
Ameline Lambert la fever Name 06/04
Amelinne de Louvain Name and Device 12/03
Per chevron inverted gules and Or, in chief a bee and in base five lozenges in chevron
inverted counterchanged.
Ana Isabel Barrios de Perez Name and Device 06/84
Counter-ermine, on a plate between in pale a dove volant to sinister and a dove volant
argent, a natural panther couchant guardant sable.
Anastasia Germain Name 10/92, Device 08/98
Per fess gules and Or, a phoenix displayed and a sailless drakkar contourny oars in
action counterchanged.
Anastasia vonAnsbach Name and Device 12/83
Gules, on a lozenge Or a pomme within a bordure Or.

Anastasiya Ostromirovna Zadorova Name 08/91
Anderlin zum schwarzen Rosen Name 06/04
André Jean Faucon Name 12/91, Device 05/09
Sable estencely argent, in pale a falcon contourny atop a portcullis Or.
André Reynard Cartier Name and Device 02/83
Per bend sinister sable and Or, a fox rampant bendwise guardant counterchanged
maintaining in dexter forepaw a handkerchief argent.
Andreana de Montfort Name and Device 08/84
Erminois, a saltire triple-parted and fretted vert; overall a chalice sable.
Andres Javier Ruiz Name and Device 10/92
Argent, three griffins in fess and on a chief azure, a unicorn couchant argent.
Andrew jenckes Name 08/10 Device 05/11
Sable, in bend a tower and a human skelton kneeling on one leg, skull resting on one
hand, a bordure embattled argent semy if skulls sable.
Andrew William Montgomery Name 02/96, Device 05/96
Per pale purpure and azure, a cubit arm armored bendwise, sustaining a flanged mace
bengwise sinister argent.
--Badge 02/96
(Fieldless) A cubit arm armored.bendwise sustaining a flanged mace bendwise sinister
argent.
Andros leonthalasios Name 06/83
Anessa de Vymont Name 06/97
Angelique Doucette Name 02/06, Device 04/06
Or, a reremouse sable between six fluer-de-Iys gules.
Angelique Marielle DuBois Name and Device 08/92,
Per bend purpure and Or, a bend pean between a lion couchant and a cross flory
counterchanged.
Angelline la chaeniere de Murat Name 02/07, Device 05/08
Gyronny Or and sable, a phoenix gules between eight roundels in annulo alternately sable
and Or.
Angus Armstrong Name 10/05
Angus Maclachlan Name and Device 08/98
Sable, a wolf rampant, on a chief dovetailed argent two bagpipes sable.
Angus Redberd Name 09/03
Ann of Hendon Name 08/84, Device 04/88 .
Argent, a hare sejant proper, on a chief azure three triangles Or.
--Badge 04/88
Azure, a loris pendant from a tree branch argent.
Anna Alicia Rheinhardt Name 03/85, Device 01/91
Per pale gules and Or, crus illy of ermine spots counterchanged, on a chevron azure two
stags salient respectant Or.
Anna Francesca Massone Name and Device 09/03
Or masoned vert, ardomestic cat sejant sable within a bordure vert.
--Badge 09/03
Per pale azure and argent, three dice bendwise sinister counterchanged.
Anna Katarzyna Adamska Name and Device 02/11
Argent, on an eagle gules in saltire a key with wards to chief and an arrow inverted Or,
a bordure embattle gules.
Anna Paladino Name 06/98
Annais Attewode Name 01/12

Anne de Bayonne sur Adour Name 03/94, Device 12/94
Argent, on a bend wavy sable between an open book and a cat passant guardant gules three
roses argent.
Anne Embrey Name 04/84, Device 03/84
Per fess vert and fusilly vert and argent, on a fess argent three roses gules, barbed
and 'seeded proper, and in chief two cockatrices passant addorsed, tails entwined argent.
Anne of Blackthorne Name 06/04
Anne of the Tall Trees Name and Device 12/85
Vert, an oak leaf fesswise argent.
Anneke Davidsdottir Name 11/12
--Household Name 11/12
House of Teuthis.
Annot Healfdene Name 03/99
Annys of Trimaris Device 11/01
(holding name for Annys of WykeBeck)
Per bend Or and barry wavy Or and azure, a heron volant bendwise wings addofsed azure.
Antonio Carlone Dragonetti Name 02/11
Aonghas of Rannachmoor Name and Device 02/06
Per pale gules and sable, a deer's attires and a chief embattled argent.
Antonio Miguel Santos de Borja Name 04/98, Device 11/98
Azure, a chevron erminois between three owls Or, a bordure erminois.
Aodhagán Mac Taidg Name 08/08, Device 12/10
Azure a boar’s head erased contourny between in pale two swords fesswise reversed
argent.
Apollonia Alighieri Name 03/13
Ara Aradottir Name 12/83, Device 04/88
Or, a ruby-throated hummingbird rising proper, on a chief azure three oak leaves
bendwise sinister inverted Or.
Araldo Antonio Maiella Name and Device 12/91
Per pale sable and azure, in pale a sea-gull volant and two quills pens conjoined In
chevron inverted argent.
Aranwen fereh Dafydd Mawr Device 12/04, Name 04/06
Per saltire azure and sable a mullet of eight points elongated to base voided all within
a bordure embattled argent.
Ardan O Raghailligh Name 03/12
Ardgal ap Morgan O'Brollachain Name and Device 12/86
Purpure, a saltire vert, fimbriated, between four equal-armed Celtic crosses Or.
Ardien Dochestfford Name and Device 008/12
Bendy sinistewr gules and argent, a bordure sable.
Ardith de Waldeslade Name and Device 02/97
Azure, a chevron nebuly argent between two escallops and a seahorse erect Or.
Arianna de Chateaumiehel Name 04/02
Arianna de Navarre Name and Device 06/98
Azure, a column argent entwined of a snake sable, in chief two swords in saltire argent,
a bordure argent semy-de-lys azure.
Arianna Rosa Cristina Veneziano Name 02/96
Arianna Wlfraven Name 11/01

Arianne des Jardins Name 12/85, Device 02/92
Or, five lozenges conjoined in cross azure, each charged with a fleur-de-Iys Or.
Ariel Blaekswan Name 09/89
Ari of the Ruins Holding Name and Device 04/10
Quarterly arrondi Or and sable, a bordure potenty gules.
Arnault de Marseilles Name and Device 02/90
Per bend azure and vert, in bend sinister a Celtic cross argent and a seahorse Or.
Arslan von Drakenburg Name and Device 08/08
Per saltire sable and gules, a lion guardant argent maintaining in its mouth a sword
fesswise reversed sable hilted and pommelled Or, in chief a fleur-de-lys Or.
Arthur d’Uriens Name 12/10, Device 01/12
Gulesw, a sword inverted proper between two lions combatant, a chief indented argent.
Artur of Trimaris Device 04/92
(holding name for Haun Artur)
Argent, a hound's head erased gules, collared Or, maintaining a garden rose gules,
slipped and leaved proper, a chief cheeky argent and gules.
Arvada Oneshoe Name 02/07
Arye ben Yoseph Name and Device 04/09
Sable, on a bend sinister between two stars of David argent, a star of David sable.
Asa Fairhair Name 058/06
Asa Thorfinnsdottir Name 02/92, Device 02/92
Per saltire sable and gules, a drakkar between in pale a Thor's hammer and another
inverted, Or.
--Badge 06/83
Per saltire sable and gules, four Thor's hammers in cross, conjoined at the hafts, Or.
(For Hus Gyldenhammer)
--Household Name 06/83
Gyldenhammer, Hus
Asceline MacTiernane Name 05/08
Aspasia Jeanne Cartier Name 08/88, Device 06/90
Azure, mulletly argent, a bend sinister Or between a decrescent and a standing balance
argent, a bordure Or.
--Badge 08/90
Per pale sable and azure, a standing balance argent within an orle per pale argent and
Or.
(For House Shining Scales)
--Household name 08/90
Shining Scales, House
Astrid den Alskaden Name and Device 08/90
Per bend sinister sable and vert, a wolf sejant to sinister, dexter paw raised, argent,
between in bend a sun argent and a sun Or.
Astrith Alexandra Name 08/01, Device 06/02 (deceased)
Sable, a bat-winged wolf rampant Or gorged with an embattled coronet sable and in dexter
chief a sun Or eclipsed sable all within a bordure embattled Or.
--Heraldic Title 01/03
Sail Herald
Atalaya la Sanadora Name and Device 02/84
Argent, two horses salient combattant sable, in chief a cross of four pheons conjoined
at the points gules.
--House of Four Pheons 04/97
--Badge 06/862
Argent, a cross of four pheons conjoined at the points gules.
--Badge 04/97
Sable, a bear salient to sinister Or.
--Badge 12/97

(Fieldless) On a broadarrow inverted and a broadarrow conjoined in pale argent, a rose
barbed and seeded proper.
Aubray inghean Fhearghaill Name and Device 10/05
Or, on a shamrock vert a triquetra Or, on a chief sable two triquetras Or.
Aubrey de Vaux Name 11/99, Device 06/00
Gules, a bend sinister between a cat sejantand a cross crosslet saltirewise Or.
Aude de la Fontainne Name 03/05 Device 02/07
Per bend vert and purpure, a tyger salient and two rapiers in saltire Or.
Augustina of Constantinople Name and Device 08/94
Per pale argent and Or, two cats sejant addorsed guardant sable, on chief triangular
vert a Latin cross bottony Or.
Aurora Howe Name and Device 12/94
Per fess rayonny purpure and gules, in chief two continental panthers combattant Or.
Auðun Hróarsson Device 07/11
Sable, a chi-rho between in fess two hawks striking addorsed argent.
--Badge Sable a pall inverted dovetailed between three griffins sergeant argent.
Avelina Courlandon Name 12/89 Device 01/91
Or, a monkey rampant azure capped gules between three keys inverted, wards to sinister,
vert.
Avis Albrechtsdotter Name and Device 10/01
Or, a raven and a chief wavy vert.
Ayesha Kamar Name 02/83
Aylwin of Stone's Leah Name 08/88
Aziza al-Hurra Name and Device 03/10
Gules, a sea-griffin Or tailed argent maintaining a heart Or, in canton an increscent
argent.
Azrec de Aragon Name 05/06, Device 07/11
Barry engrailed azure and argent, an annulet of chain and in chief a pearled coronet Or.
Axel Rolandson Name and Device 12/10
Azure, three mullets of four points and a base engrailed Or.
Balder Longstrider Name and Device 01/91
Or, a raven displayed, wings inverted, head to sinister, sable perched on an oak branch
leaved proper, in chief a ducal coronet, on a bordure sable a chain Or.
Barbara of the Crossroads Name 08/88 Device 06/91
Sable, a bend sinister betWeen two fleeces in bend within a bordure Or.
Barbara Reiterer Name 03/08, Device 01/09
Per bend sinister Or and gules, a horse’s head couped contourny and a sun, a bordure
counterchanged.
Basilia la Merciere Name 10/92, Device 10/93
Azure, a swan within a bordure argent, overall on a chief nebuly Or, three leaves vert.
Báethgalach an Tuir Name 04/10
Beale of Wyvernwood Name 10/92
Beatrix van der See Device 09/00
(holding name for 8eatrix op de See)
Per fess wavy vert and barry wavy argent and azure, in chief three tuljps Or.
Beatrix von Wertenberg Name 03/87, Device 11/89
Sable, a saltire chequy argent and gules, overall a lion queue forchy rampant to
sinister Or.

Bebhimn inghean Uí Shiodhacháin Name 10/10, Device 03/10
Gules, two cranes in their vilgilance resoectant regardant necks entwined Or each
maintaining a rock sablr, in chief a spear head Or.
Becc of Cork Name and Device 11/88
Argent, a greyhound salient to sinister within an orle vert, all within a bordure sable.
Benén Mactire Name 06/89, Device 08/90
Per bend sinister sable and azure, a wolfs head caboshed argent between three acorns Or,
a bordure embattled argent.
Benjamin of Wyvernwood Name 09/84
Bennett Redstone Name 01/12, Device 08/12
Per fess sable and vert, a roundel and a pheon inverted argent.
Berenike Spartiatis Name 04/09, Device 08/10
Purpure, a Pegasus sergeant contourny regardant, wings displayed argent within a bordure
argent semy-de-lys purpure.
Bernard de Barfleur Name 09/89, Device 02/90
Sable, a sea-unicorn sinister facing argent within a bordure argent, fretty azure.
Berric of An Corsaire Name 11/11
Bertrand the Young Name 04/91
Bianca di Rienzi Name and Device 06/91
Per bend wavy purpure and argent, a mouse rampant guardant and a f1eur-de-lys
counterchanged.
Bianca of Trimaris Name and Device 08/12
Per pale azure and gules, a snail shell and in base two bars wavy argent.
Bjorn Egilsson Name and Device 05/01
Gyronny Or and vert, a Thor's hammer sable.
Bjorn Gerhardson Name 08/96
Blanche Capet Name 12/04; Device 03/05
Per bend sinister gules and Or, on a bend sinister sable between a lion contourny and a
dragonfly counterchanged three fleurs-de-Lys palewise Or.
Blundulfr Kleykir Name 05/96
Boadicea Artemisia Name and Device 09/80
Argent, a Greek lyre sable.
Boldizar Demeter Name and Device 07/11
Quarterly azure and Or, two eagles striking respectant and an anchor counterchanged.
Brand Glendower Name and Device 08/98
Quarterly purpure and sable, a dragon passant contourny and in sinister chief a mullet
argent.
Brangwayna Kavanagh Name and Device 01/10
Per bend sinister azure and purpure, a bend sinister wavy between a tulip and a heart
Or.
Branwen bean Aaron Name and Device 10/87
Sable, a dragon dormant to sinister Or between an increscent and a decrescent in bend
sinister argent, in chief a ducal coronet Or.
Branwen ferch Madoc Name and Device 10/92
Vert, a sea-wolf and in chief three mullets Or.
Branwen ferch Rhodri Gwynedd Name and Device 10/95
Purpure, a cat sejant argent with a lightning bolt in its mouth Or in chief a cloud
argent.
Branwyn of Haven Isle Name 08/86

Brattr Kyncade Name 12/10
Brenainn Mac Dara Name 09/96
Brendan Ackbourne Name 06/00, Device 11/06
Per bend sinister argent and azure, three acorns proper and two smith’s tongs in cross
handles interlaced argent.
Brendan of Connacht Name and Device 02/89
Per chevron purpure semy of roses argent and' sable, in base an eagle's wing terminated
in a hand sustaining a sword bendwise sinister argent.
Brenna MacGrioghair Name and Device 02/89
Or, three ermine spots in pale between on two flaunches sable, two seahorses addorsed
argent.
Brenna Montgomery Cameron Name 08/91, Device 02/62
Argent, on a bend sinister between two fleurs-de-Iys purpure, three roses argent.
Bres O'Seachnasaigh Name and Device 12/91
Per pale purpure and vert, a sword inverted Or between two maunches addorsed erminois.
Bressal MacMillan Name 12/94, Device 09/95
Barry bendy azure and Or, a decrescent within a bordure argent.
Bretislava Jerabek Name 03/99, Device 11/99
Per bend sinister vert and sable, an arrow bendwise argent.
--Badge 03/99
Barry Or and gules, three antlers conjoined at their bases in pall inverted, a bordure
rayonny sable.
--Badge 03/08
(fieldess) An arrow argent.
Breuse Hartswood Name 06/88, Device 10/90
Vert, ermined Or, a two-headed phoenix, in chief a massacre, all Or.
Brian MacFergus Name 03/99
Brian McNaughton Name and Device 06/86
Or, a tower gules, on a chief embattled ve'rt a saltire Or.
Brian Sinnach Name and Device 03/01
Sable, a dagger and on a chief argent three foxes passant gules.
Briana 0 Malley Name 10/97
Bricca di Ghelere Name and Device 03/10
Vert, in pale three rabbits rampant conloined by the ears Or, on a chief argent three
increscents gules.
Brighid ni Chaillin of the Moors Name 12/94, Device 10/97
Quarterly purpure and gules, a natural seahore argent ducally gorged Or and a bordure
embattled argent.
Brighidni Shirideain Name and Device 06/91
Per fess azure and vert, a sea-dog rampant Or.
Brighid d'Arcy Name 05/05, Device 06/03
Argent, a seahorse azure and on a chief vert three fleurs-de-Iys argent.
Brighid inghean Chouchobbair uí Neíll Name 03/08
Brigit Olesdottirof Loch Ree Name and Device O'8ng
Argent, a hippocampus azure within eight water-lilies in orle vert, petaled gules.
Brilliana de Raimes Name and Device 0'9/97
Gules, a lion's head contourny between three lozenges argent.
Brion Gennadyevich Gorodin Name 01/91, Device 02/92
Sable, a bend sinister argent, ermined gules, cotised argent.

--Badge 0'8/92
(Fieldless) A mascle argent surmounted by an ermine spot gules.
--Household name 06/02
Hombaden, Haus
Brion MacGilroy Name 04/09, Device 03/10
Gyronny of six Or and vert, three maltese crosses gules and three swords points to
center argent.
Brithwynn Artor Name 04/10
Bronach of Kildare Name and Device 09/09
Or, on a shamrock vert a mullet argent, a bordure sable.
Bronislous of Vilnius Name and Device 0'3/84
Per pale azure and gules, a hare rampant ermine and in chief a sword fesswise proper.
Bruide mac Bruidi Name and Device 09/02
Vert, two mallets in saltire argent hafted Or surmounted by a sword proper.
Bryetor Aison of Devon Name and Device O8/79
Sable, upon a bezant charged with a torteau, three swords in pall, points to center,
between as many axeheads reversed, all argent.
Bryndis fasth{o}ld Name 04/10, Device 07/11
Per bend sable and gules, a dragon contourny involved in annulo vorant of his own tail
wings closed within a bordure argent.
Brynjulv Ericson Name and Device 09/95
Vert, a stag rampant contourny argent attired and unguled within a orle of Ormonde knots
Or.
Cadwallon Cornwealhas Name and Device 03/78
Azure, on,a bend between six horseshoes argent, a mullet sable.
Cadwyd Enwir Name and Device 02/92
Quarterly azure, ermined argent and counter-ermine, an arm bendwise maintaining a
battle-axe bendwise sinister, between in bend sinister two boar's heads erased, respectant
argent.
Cahir na Coille Móire Name 10/93, Device 5/96
Sable, three chevronels braced and in chief an eagle close Or.
Cailean mac Duibhdhiormaigh ui Dubhlaoich Name 08/91, Device 07/92
Pily bendy sinister Or and sable, a sword gules, on a chief sable a dog courant to
sinister, tail nowed Or.
Cairistiona inghean Choinnigh Name 06/04
Caiterína ingean Uí Dhubhagáin Name and Device 04/09
Azure, a domestic cat sejant Or within a bordure argent semy of shamrocks vert.
Caitlin Greyhawkes Name 11/88, Device 08/90
Per bend sable and azure, a bend ermine between three crosses bottony and three manatees
naiant fesswise, a bordure Or.
Caitlín ní Dhubhghaill Name and DeVice 02/96
Per pale argent and azure, a chevron between three dragons segrearft counterchanged.
Caitlin ni Killane Name 09/03
Caitlin of Drogheda Name and Device 08/98
Argent, on a bend vert between two shamrocks vert, a shamrock palewise argent.
Caitlin of Enniskillen Name and Device 10/01
Per pale azure and gules, a seahorse contourny within a bordure embattled Or.
Caitríona deLéis Name and Device 11/98
Purpure, on a lozenge between two mullets and a cat's paw print Or a cat statant sable.
Caitríona inghean Fhionnghuala Name and Device 12/08
Per bend sinister purpure and argent, a snail contourny Or and a cat sejant sable.

Caitriona inghean Ui Loingsigh Name 04/10
Caleb Hoggar Name 02/11, Device 01/12
Argent gouty de sang, a bend sinister engrailed sable.
Calum Nickeson Name 11/01
Camilla Seawood of Torpoint Name 03/83, Device 05/83
Azure, a bend sinister engrailed between a sea lion erect and a lozenge argent.
Silvana Greyeye Name 08/08, Device 03/03
Per chevron purpure and gules, in pale a crescent and in fess an increscent and
decrescent argent.
Cano Macleod Name 06/98
Capimhin macReagan Name 01/91, Device 11/91
Gules, on a salt}re Or between in pale a tower and a boar's head couped close argent,
two matchlock muskets' in saltire proper, barreled argent.
Cara Angiola Boccacio Name 04/88, Device 12/85
Sable, a unicorn's head erased argent, on a chief Or, three pomegranates slipped and
leaved proper.
Cara Marie of Carlisle Name 05/83, Device 05/86
Vert, a snowy owl affronty argent marked sable and on a chief Or, three roses gules.
Caradoc Cadwgan Douglas Name 05/93, Device 05/01
Azure, a bend ermine between a dolphin haurient argent and three swords proper.
Cassandra Alys of Dorset Name 06/97
Cassandra Bassette Name 03/10
Cassandra Eleanore Forrester Name 08/12
Cassandra Scandicci di Santa Serena Name and Device 06/87 .
Purpure in pale a strung bow fesswise, embowed to chief, and a cockatoo close argent,
armed, membered and crested, all within an orle wavy Or.
Castellana Roseia Diez y Rodriquez Name 09/09, Device 12/91
Per fess Or and ermine, a garden rose gules_ slipped vert issuant from base, a bordure
azure.
--Badge 09/09
(Fieldless) On a rose argent barbed vert, a cock’s head azure issuant from a coronet Or.
Catarina Ginevra Falconieri Name and Device 08/94
Chevronelly inverted purpure and Or, a kestrel rising, wings addorsed, jessed and
belled, and on a chief argent a fleur-de-Iys purpure.
--Badge 04/95
Purpure, four keys fretted in saltire wards to chief Or.
--Household Name
Famiglia degl' Illuminatori
Cateline de la Mor la Souriete Name 08/90, Device 04/88
Or, a Catherine wheel vert, on a chief azure three frets Or.
Caterina de' Verdeschi Name 12/95, Device 11/94
Per pale gules and ermine, a coney rampant Or and a chief wavy cou nterchanged.
Caterina Gabriella Calabresi Name an9 Device 10/93
Or, a griffin rampant gules, a bordure purpure semy of suns Or.
Cathal Mac Tighearnain Name 09/95
Cathal the Black Name 09/03
Catherine Abernathy Name 10/01 Device 05/11
Per pale azure and puirpure all mullet, a bordure argent.
--Badge 10/01

Per pale azure and purpure, a mullet within a bordure argent.
Catherine Browne of Coventry Name and Device 02/11
Azure, two cats combatant between ib paletwo roses, a bordure argent.
Catherine Elizabeth Anne Somerton Name 02/89, Device 06/95
Per fess azure and vert, a pansy Or marked sable within a bordure Or.
Catherine Morgan Dudley Name and Device 08/79
Per fess embattled argent, a domestic cat passant sable, and azure, three mullets in
pale argent.
Catherine Rose FitzEdmund Name 02/96
Catherine of Devonshire Name 10/96, Device 11/98
Argent, on a pile inverted azure between two roses gules two swans naiant respectant
conjoined at the beaks and breast argent.
Catherine Elizabeth Russell Name and Device 12/08
Azure semy of bees Or, on a fess gules fimbriated a beehive Or.
Catherine of Oldenfeld Name 06/03
Catherine the Merry Name 12/91, Device 08/92
Azure, on a bend sinister wavy between a cat sejant guardant and a fool's cap Or, three
hens palewise azure .
--Badge 05/93
Azure, a fool's cap Or.
Catrina Highrider Name 12/85
Ceara de Bhéir Name 12/95
Cecily Pykerynge Name and Device 03/08
Or, three stawberries proper.
Cedric Steinhauser Name 08/86, Device 08/90
Sable, a bend sinister between a tower and a bear passant, and on a chief Or three
sledge hammers sable.
Cedrin Etainnighean Name and Device 02/80
Gules, twelve penguins passant, wings addorsed, proper.
Celeste de Saint Etienne Name 02/92, Device 10/93
Sable, on a chevron between three f1eurs-de-lys, points to center argent, a fleurr-delys gules.
Celine Alexandria Name 02/07, Device 08/08
Argent, a palm tree proper and in chief an eye azure irised argent.
Ceidrych the Innocent ap Gryffydd Name 07/91, Device 10/90
Per pall embattled argent, sable and gules, a cross formy quarterly embattled sable and
gules, in base two crosses formy argent.
Cenewulf of Trimaris Name 12/12
Cerdic of Dorchester Name 06/91, Device 10/93
Azure, three chevronels braced, on a chief embattled Or three annulets azure.
Ceridwen ferch Thomas Vaughan Name 12/96, Device 05/96
Per chevron vert and azure, two domestic cats sejant guardant respectant and a tree
blasted and eradicated Or.
Ceridwen of Cahercommaun Name 11/90, Device 07/91
Gyronny of sixteen argent and gules, a domestic cat sejant and on a chief sable a
decrescent and an increscent argent.
Ceridwen the Protector Name 11/98
Ceridwen verch Caradog Name 04/09 Device 05/11
Quarterly purpure and gules, on a lozenge between four horseshoes argent a harp sable.

Cerric eldr vegandi Name and Device 02/11
Quarterly Or and vert, a Maltese cross gules between eight crosses couped in annulo.
Chabi Merkit Name 12/03
Chantelle Granat Name 12/10
Charissa the Compulsive Name 06/89, Device 12/89
Per chevron dovetailed argent and purpure, two wool packs sable and a threaded drop
spindle argent.
Char de Bellevue Device 02/83 (Deceased)
Argent, a manticore rampant to sinister gule~ and a gore sinister azure.
Chiere wreic Maredudd Name 09/03
Chlothar Bructerus Name 11/01, Device 06/02
Per saltire sable and gules, a saltire gringole voided humetty Or and a bordure argent.
--Badge 08/05
(Fieldless) A saltire gril)gole voided humetty Or.
Chrestienne d’Arles Name 11/06
Christian the Barrester Name 10/05, Device 12/05
Argent, a hanging balance gules between three compass stars sable within a brodure
gules.
Christiana Burke Name 04/92
Christiana Storre Name and Device 08/86
Or, a sword bendwis~ sinister inverted gules between two bendlets sinister gemel sable,
in dexter chief a lion's head erased and in sinister base a heart, both gules.
Christina la Rose Name 08/94
--Alternate Name 08/94
Pipin the Jester
Christoff of Swampkeep Name 05/05, Device 01/07
Per bend sinister sable and azure, a mulet of nine points voided and interlaced within a
bordure argent charged with annulets sable.
Christofle de Montigny Name 06/03
Christofle Dubois Name 10/07, Device 08/08
Argent, a bend sinister between two talbot’s heads couped, a chief embattled sable.
Christoforo Palombaro Name 03/99
Christoph von Munche Name and Device 09/03
Sable, in fess a billet between two annulets Or.
Christophe of Grey Name and Device 03/01
Per fess barry azure and argent and azure, in base three triquetras Or.
Christopher Ian Name 09/95
Christopher of Hendon Name 02/89
Chrysantha d'Argento Name 11/01, 09/2006
Azure, a mullet of twelve points argentbetween three bezants all within a bordure
argent.
Cian mac Cullough Name 03/12
Cianthe Smith Name 09/89, Device 02/90
Sable, mulletty of four points argent, an hourglass Or.
--Household name 08/90
Clann an Chinn
Ciara Gunnarsdóttir Name 11/01

Ciarán Cáel maqqas Baidagni Name 08/10
Cicilia d’Este Name and Device 08/08
Gulers, two roundels Or and a hind’s head couped argent.
Cicilia of Falkeburn Name and Device 03/03
Vert, a fret erminois.
--Badge 06/03
(Fieldless) A Chinese dragon passant sable maintaining a roundel vert.
Claremonda de Cly Name 3/10, Device 03/12
Per pale sable and purpure, a unicorn couchant and in base a four leaf clover slipped, a
bordure argent.
Coblaith Átha Dhara Name 01/12
Coinneach Moray Name 06/04, Device 04/10
Azure on a plate an owl displayed sable, on a chief embattled argent three daggers
inverted sable.
Collyne Graymore Name and Device 08/10
Vair, a wolf’s head erased gules.
Colm Dubh Name and Device 01/90
Per fess sable and ermione, a celtic cross per fess argent and vert.
--Badge 06/90
(Fieldless) A dove stooping, wings addorsed, sable.
--Heraldic Title 11/11
Black Dove Herald
Columb Ó Buachalla Name 04/07, Device 10/07
Argen, a stag’s head affonty erased, between its attires a Celtic Cross gules, in chief
two bull’s heads cabossed sable.
Conchobhar Ó hAoileáin Name and Device 06/95 --Heraldic Title 12/03
Azure semy of towers argent, a bi-corporate lion Or.
Conradin Starkwindt der Graue Name 04/90
Constance de Barfleur Name 11/99, Device 09/00
Per bend sinister Or and vert, a fret couped and a mullet of nine points counterchanged.
Consuela Maria de Leon Name and Device 12/85
Argent, two horses combattant sable and in chief a cross of four pheons conjoined at the
points gules, overall a label of three points sable.
Cordelia Scriven Name and Device 02/92
Azure, in pale an open book and two feathers in sa/tire, on a chief invected Or two
escallops azure.
Corinne Castilla Name and Device 04/95
Vert semy-de-lys Or, a knight armed cap-a-pie mounted upon a horse passant within an
annulet argent.
Cormac mac Culeon Name and Device 01/12
Per pale argent and vert, a chevron sable and on chief gules a demi-lion erect issuant
from the line of division Or.
Cormac of Peregrine Springs Device 10/96
(holding name for Cormac an Tosk)
Per pale sable and argent, a skull affronty within a bordure counterchanged.
Corwin ap Arawyn Name and Device 12/86
Argent, goutte de sang, three mullets of six straight and six wavy points and a chief
wavy sable.
Corwyn Moray Badge 11/09, Badge 02/11
Purpure, three bendlets argent.
Purpure, three bendkets argent in base an eagle’s head couped Or.

Corwin MacNabb Name and Device 03/12
Or, a polypus sable and an orle gules.
Corwin Morgenstern Name 08/84
Costanza di Firenze Name and Device 02/83
Argent, in pale a dagger inverted sable and a cushion purpure.
--Badge 08/81
Gules, issuant from base a demi-sun Or and in chief a decrescent and an increscent
argent.
--Badge 05/82
Sable, a pair of hands fesswise couped conjoined Or, armed and cupping a flame gules.
(For House Hidden Fire)
--Household Name 05/82
Hidden Fire, House
Crescentia Hildegard Name and Device 03/94
Per fess azure and Or, a decrescent moon and an increscent moon Or and a natural panther
rampant sable.
Crispin d'Ardenne Name and Device 09/97
Sable, on a fess argent between six swords inverted four and two, a lion dormant azure.
Cristall Gowanlok Name and Device 08/08
Per chevron gules and sable, a dragon contourney and a bordure embattled argent.
Cristiana ate Mere Name 12/10, Device 11/11
Purpure, an owl contourney argent between on flaunches ermine two acorns inverted
slipped and leaved in pile proper.
Cromán of Brineside Moor Device 11/01
(holding name for Chroman Thein)
Sable, a chimerical beast with the head of a lion, a unicorn, and a dragon, a body of a
lion, and a dragonis tail statant argent.
Crystall Tomasswn of Chisholme Name and Device 12/10
Per bend gules and purpure, a bend argent between a lit candle in a flat candlestick and
a sea dragon bendwise Or.
Cú Lúaráin Cáelán Name 10/90, Device 02/94
Azure, two swords inverted and two arrows fesswise fretted in cross, a bordure argent.
Cullen MePetir MeGregur Name 06/97
Curran O'Farrell Name 01/94, Device 06/04
Argent, a massacre sable surmounted by a spear gules, in base a greyhound courant gules
collared argent and chained sable.
Curt Bodeker Name and Device 11/12
Azure, two swords in saltire and on a chief Or three leaves bendwise sinister sable.
Curteis Svartscelingr Name and Device 12/94
Sable, in pale a double-bitted axe and a Thor's hammer within a bordure argent.
--Badge 06/97 .
Sable, a bear sejant erect contourny sustaining a double-bitted axe Or.
Cydonia of Essex Name 08/88
Cynfyn ap Rhyddereh Name and Device 10/01
Argent, a golpe charged with a torch argent enflamed Or.
Cynthia Loganaieh of Kifleenen Name and Device 10/90
Sable, a scorpion statant Or, in chief an estoile of five rays inverted argent.
Czeibor the Bearslayer Name 11/92
--Badge 10/00
Or, on a single-horned anvil sable a spear fesswise Or.
(For Company of the Iron Lance)
--Household Name 10/00
Iron Lance, Company of the
Daenn Fjalornsson Name and Device 02/83

Gules, naissant from a fess wavy argent, a blonde demi-mermaid displayed maintaining in
dexter hand a double-bitted battleaxe bendwise sinister proper, and in base a dragon
passantargent.
Dafydd ab Ystyffan Name and Device 09/97
Quarterly argent and sable, a Celtic cross and in chief three roses counterchanged.
Dafydd ap Bleiddudd Name 12/91, Device 04/89
Or, on a bend bretassy azure between a boar rampant and an escarbuncle gules, three
pheons argent.
--Household Name 08/92
Amddiffynfa yn Niwl
Dafydd ap Emrys Name 11/61, Device 06/98
Argent, a batwinged natural tiger rampant guardant contourny gules striped sable wings
displayed azure, on a chief gules three thistles slipped and leaved argent.
Dafydd Chwith Nanheudwy Name 04/98, Device 03/99
Per fess Or and sable, a pale counterchanged.
Daibhead MacUater Name and Device 02/92
Sable, a castle, on a chief argent three pheons sable.
Daigh Boyd of Peregrine Springs Name 06/10, Device 02/11
Per bend vert and argent, a harp reversed argent and a Maltese cross gules.
Daimhin Cinncaidhe Name and Device 12/95
Argent, three chevronels braced azure, on a chief vert three quill pens bendwise Or.
Daimhín Mac Leóid Name and Device 06/95
Per fess counter-ermine and azure, two sea-lionsrespectant Or and a conch argent.
Dainiad Elen Fashti o Llanrhyddlad Name and Device 02/83
Sable, two unicorn's heads erased at the shoulder respectant and on a chief wavy argent
three estoiles gules.
Damara Narrissa Name and Device 02/83
Per bend sable, mulletty of six points Or, and Or, crescenty sable, a date palm tree
couped gules.
--Badge 06/84
Sable, a gazelle springing between in pale a mullet of six points and a crescent Or.
Damaris of Norland Name and Device 06/Q3
Vert, on a chevron between three roses Or three roses gules all within a bordure
erminois.
Damhnait Reynard Name and Device 12/85
Argent, on a bend sinister between two quills bendwise sinister vert, a popinjay volant
to sinister argent.
Damiana Doria Name 12/12
Damian von dem Blauwald Name 02/90, Device 10/92
Per saltire sable and azure, an eagle displayed between three Latin crosses flory, one
and two argent.
Daniel der Rise Name 03/12
Daniel Fitzgerald Name 03/01, Device 03/10
Vert, on a chevron between three lozenges argent, a coronet sable.
Daniel Macleod Name and Device 04/95
Per chevron vert and Or, a Celtic cross counterchanged.
Daniel of Darkwater Name 11/12
Daniel of Silverwaters Name 05/93, Device 04/98
Azure, on a bend wavy between two lions sejant erect guardant Or an arrow inverted vert,
a bordure Or.
Daniel the Defender of Silvertere Name and Device 08/79

Bendy paly barry bendy sinister argent and azure, on a fess azure goutty d'eau a sword
reversed argent.
Darius the Elder Name 07/93, Device 10/93
Azure, a chevron between two swords in chevron, tips crossed, and a unicorn's head
couped, a bordure embattled argent.
David Warren Rouffier of Monmouth Name 10/00, Device 09/03
Azure, a talbot statant and on a chief argent a mullet of six points between two
triskeles vert.
Davide di Dante Angelosanto Name 02/96
Davyd Robertson Name 04/93, Device 05/04
Quarterly azure and sable, a domestic cat herissony between three triquetras argent.
Dawid Brodaty Name and Device 12/12
Per bend sinister argent and sable, a bull rampant reguardant and a bordure
counterchanged.
Dawood al-Tayyib al-Samari Name and Device 11/09
Azure, a camel couchant and in base a crescent Or.
Dearbhforgaill Bhreifneach inghean Mhic Ruairc Name 09/09, Device 06/10
Or, a tree eradicated gules between two lions combatant sable.
Debralaan d'Opparre Name 05/83, Device 10/91
Sable, a unicornate natural sea~horse within a double stranded pearl necklace in annulo
argent.
Decimus Aurelius Gracchus Name and Badge 02/06, Device 02/07
Argent, a crab inverted azure maintaining a trident fesswise reversed sable, a chief
azure.
--Badge
Argent, a crab inverted azure maintaining a trident fesswise reversed sable.
Decimus Servius Falco Name and Device 03/10
Purpure, an eagle argent and a bordure indented argent semy og crosses of four lozenges
sable.
Deirdre Edana Gautarrsdottir Name 08/86
Deirdre ingen Donnchaid meci Chormaic Name 01/09
Deirgrainne ní Fhinnan tAblaigh Name and Device 02/92
Azure, a tree eradicated Or, leaved argent, in chief two suns Or, a bordure argent,
goutty de larmes.
Delia Weaver Name 12/04, Device 03/05
Argent, a bend sinister gules between a spider inverted and a spiderweb sable.
Delilia Castillo Name and Device 10/87
Purpure, a decrescent and on a chief triangular Or, a rose gules; barbed and seeded
proper.
Demetrius Sethero Eleom Potamo Name 08/86, Device 04/88
Azure, on a pale argent between in chief two crosses couped Or, in pale a sealion, erect
and sinister facing, sable and a cross couped azure.
Dennet de Beynac Name 10/91, Device 06/95
Chevronerly inverted Or and azure, on a pile sable an octofoil Or.
Denys de Bordeaux Name 04/09, Device
--Badge 02/11 Gules, on a sun Or three anchors in pall inverted conjoined at the
ring gules, a bordure dovetailed Or.
Derdriu de Duglas Name 10/01
Derek MacTaggart Name and Device 12/91
Argent, a saltire couped within eight mullets in annulo azure.

Desirata Wendaway Name and Device 04/98
Or, on a pale wavy purpure three sunflowers proper, a bordure purpure.
Desirée Juliana de Agincourt Name 05/09, Device 03/10
Argent semy of butterflies, a bordure azure.
Devasse ni Farquhar McFein Name 06/02
Devon of Newcastle Name 04/90, Device 06/91
Ermine, three crosses cross let fitchy within an orle surmounted by three fleurs-de-lys
in pall, all gules.
Diamanda Beauchamp of Meryfield Name and Device 11/02
Gules semy-de-Iys, a dragon segreant and a point pointed Or.
Diana MacCormick Name 05/02
Dianna Wyndalan of Kidwelly Name and Device 07/80
Barry wavy sable and gules, in saltirea belaying pin and a sword argent.

Diarmait Caomhanach mac Alasdair Name 09/95, Device 1 0/93
Per chevron inverted argent, and argent semy of thistles proper, a chevron inverted and
in chief two hounds salient respectant azure.
Diderick van dem Mere Name and Device 05/08
Per pale sable and azure, on a lozenge argent a tree proper.
Diego Sanchez Montoya de Cordoba Name and Device 05/96
Quarterly sable and gules, a cross of Santiago throughout on a chief argent two
scorpions sable.
Digr-J{o,}kull Snorrasson Name and Device 9/11
Argent, a cock gules maintaining a annulet r, issuant from base a demi-sun, a chief
raonny gules.
Dirk of Storm Device 12/91
(holding name for Dirk d'Arsenal)
Pean, a wolf rampant argent maintaining in its dexter forepaw an open book argent, bound
gules, in its sinister forepaw a dagger inverted proper, a bordure Or.
Dmitrii Ivanov Name and Device 01/10
Per saltire sable and azure, a double headed eagle and in chief a mullet of eight points
argent.
Dmitri Ivanovich Vladimirov Skomorochov Name and Device 06/03
Argent, in saltire two jester's baubles proper capped and surmounted by a bear's head
couped all within a bordure azure.
Domhnall Mac Branduibh Name 06/03
Domhnall Ó Coileáin Name 09/00, Device 11/02
Per pale azure and sable, a mace within a bordure Or.
Dominica Silvestre Name 06/10
Donal Maclaren Name 05/93
Donald of Saint Ives Name 06/03, Device 09/03
Argent, two chevronels between three crosses pomelly and a tower gules.
Donatello da Napoli Name and Device 05/08
Sable, on a bend between two skulls argent three pheons palewise gules.
Donnchad O'Gradaigh Name and Device 12/86
Or, on a pale between two roses azure, two winged lions rampant Or.
Donnchadh Farris Name and Device 12/86

Per bend sinister gules and sable, on a cross cross let fitchy argent, a mullet of eight
points gules between four horse~hoes in cross, open ends to center, azure.
Dorcas Lesley of Clan Colin of the Crowlin Island Name and Device 02/83
Argent, a thistle stalked and leaved within an orle of gouttes sable.
Douglas Black Name and Device 10/08
Per fessnebuly argent and sable, in chief a sunburst purpure.
Draco Bombello da Venezia Name 01/12
Dubhgall mac Reamoinn Name 11/01
Duibheasa ní Chéileacháin Name and Device 08/92
Per pale argent and sable, two wolvessejant respectant ululant,in chief a roundel all
counterchanged.
Dulcia MacPherson Name 06/04, Device 12/05
Azure, a swan rousant contourny argent, incensed proper, gorged of a county coronet Or,
and a bordure wavy argent semy of roses gules, slipped and leaved vert.
Dulcinea Steinhauser Name 04/97, Device 02/98
Azure, a pegasus segreant contourny Or in dexter chief a cross of four arrowheads
conjoined at the points argent, a gore Or.
Duncan Angus MacDonald Name 03/85, Device 12/85
Argent, on a chevron sable between two gryphons combattant and two swords in saltire
azure, three compass-stars Or.
Eachan Mac Gille Fhaolain Name 03/99, Device 07/99
Per bend sinister wavy Or and azure, a wolf rampant sable and a dolphin haurient argent.
Eadain inghean Ruadháin Name and Device 02/07
Argent, a thistle proper issuant from a point pointed, a chief invected purpure.
Éadaoin inghean Éamoinn ui Chonchobhair Name 01/07
Eadric de Bedeford Name 12/12
Eadric Hrothgaresun Name and Device 08/84
Per pale azure and Or, a cross patee counterchanged, and on a chief dovetailed sable
three double-bitted battle axes argent.
Ealasaid an Dubhghlais Name 08/90, Devic'e 06/92
Gules, a fess checky sable and Or between four snail shells argent. --Badge 12/92
Checky Or and gules, a triske/ion of snail shells within a bordure sable.
Earnwulf Ælfgaressune Name 11/02, Device 01/91
Vert, on a chevron between three griffins passant argent, three latin crosses bottony
palewise sable.
Ector Villalobos de Granada Name and Device 02/11
Per bend sinister wavy sable and gules a horse’s head couped and a wolf’s head couped
contourny argent.
Edward Barbour Name 12/12
Edward Griffin Name 11/91, Device 09/95
Azure, a pall inverted between three mullets of four points all within a bordure Or.
Edward O'Donovan Name 12/83
Edward of Effingham Name 10/81, Device 05/92
Per pale sable and Or, a winged lion passant gules, haloed and maintaining in its dexter
forepaw a long cross moline Or.
--Badge 05/82
Argent, a fret crosswise within a bordure sable.
--Badge 08/84
Argent, the kanji “mae" in gyosho script within a rustre sable. (For Maeda Nobukado)
--Badge 02/91 '
(Fieldless) A winged lion passant gules, haloed and maintaining in its dexter forepaw a
long cross moline, Or.

--Alternate Name 08/84
Maeda Nobukado
Edwardus the Wise Name 02/07, Device 01/10
Argent, a bend embattled counter-embattled sable between two natural salamanders
tergiant sable spotted Or.
Edwen of Chester Name 04/09, Device 09/11
Azure, a bend sinister between a sun in splendor Or and a cat dormant argent.
Edwin Stibourne Name 03/13
Egelina Nic Gille Fhaloain Name 03/99
Egelina Pounhale Name 10/10, Device 02/11
Quarterly argent and azure, in pale an open book and an escallop inverted within a
bordure counterchanged.
Eglantine de Wolfe Name12/83, Device 06/89
Quarterly nebuly argent and azure" in bend two wolfs heads, e'rased and addorsed, sable,
in bend sinister two roses argent, barbed and seeded proper.
Eibhlin inghean an Aba Name 06/03
Einar Fjörnisson Name and Device 02/97
Per fess gules and azure, in pale a sword fesswise reversed and another fesswise argent
perched atop each point an eagle displayed facing to sinister Or.
Eirene of Marcaster Holding Name and Device 08/08
Argent, a bend sinister wavy purpure between a mullet of nine points voided and
interlaced and a dove rising azure.
Eithne ingen Muirgein Device 11/11
Argent, in pale an open book

gules and a domestic cat couchant sable.

Eithne ni Chailein Name 02/96, Device 05/96
Or, a griffin gules maintaining a sword sable between three wolfs heads erased gules all
within a bordure sable.
Ekaterina Adrianovna Sinilnikova Name 12/92, Device 03/94
Per chevron sable and Or, two Maltese crosses and a griffin counterchanged.
Ekaterina Zvyozdosamtseva Alternate Name 04/09
Ejvan Vsevolodovich Name and Device 12/85
Per pale vert and argent, a wheat stalk slipped and leaved Or and a patriarchal cross
flory azure, a chief raguly counterchanged.
Elaine Cherie Viau Name and Device 04/92
Argent, semy-de-lys sable, on a lozenge gules an oak leaf argent.
ElBlin RewB Name and Device 01/12
Azure, a neddle piercing the fiewld bendwise and on a chief argent three badger-hounds
statant contourny sable.
Eldrydd Rhuddlan Name and Device 08/86
Per bend argent and vert, a manatee bendwise sinister em bowed to sinister gules.
Elena filia Dugalli Device 08/12
Vert, a trefoilf and on a chief Or two dragonflies vert.
Elena María Alonso Name and Device 08/08
Vert, a pall sable fimbriated Or and overall a sun argent.
Elena Machiavelli de Lyon Name 03/12
Eleanora de Laval Name 01/10, Device 12/10
Per fess wavy argent and azure, a tower counterchanged.
Eleanor Hardyng de Northhampton Name and Device 02/96
Per bend azure and vert, a bell within an orle Or.

Eleanor of Grey Name and Device 03/01
Or, on a lozenge sable a Latin cross bottony Or, on a chief sable three lozenges Or.
Eldred Anwyl Sais Name 12/03
Elemer Landshund Name 08/86
Elena filia Dugalli Name 09/03
Eleri Scrymgeour Name 05/93
Eleyn Pecke Name 02/98, Device 09/00
Per saltire vert and argent all semy of rabbits couchant contourny counterchanged.
Elfwyn de Barfleur Name 06/89, Device 12/91
Argent, a dolphin haurient sable, marked argent, within a bordure azure, fretty argent.
Elianora Feverel Name 05/04, Device 02/07
Gules, a chevron rayonny to base argent between three gouttes d’eau one and two and a
heron rising Or.
Elil1a of Beckenham Name 08/91
Elisabet Schüne Name and Device 03/10
Azure semy of pine trees couped, a wolf rampant contourney maintaining in its dexter
forepaw a billet and in its sinister forepaw a pen argent.
Elisabeth priod o Dafydd Name 12/91, Device 04/92
Lozengy argent and purpure, a dragon segreant gules maintaining a gittern palewise
sable, on a point pointed argent a cauldron sable.
Elisabeth von Leipzig Name and Device 05/08
Argent semy of acorns purpure, three oak trees fruncted proper.
Eliza MacGregor Name 06/98
Elizabeth Blackrose Name 10/97
Elizabeth Celie Trousdale Name and Device 12/89
Quarterly argent and vert, a butterfly gules between in saltire four roses
counterchanged.
Elizabeth de Whitney Name 06/95, Device 10/97
Argent, a lion rampant sable and on a chief indented vert a fret Or.
--Badge 10/97
(Fieldless) On a strawberry proper, a fleur-de-lis Or.
(For House de Whitney)
--Household Name 10/97
Whitney, House de
Elizabeth FitzPatrick Name and Device 08/94
Per fess vert and Or, a seahorse maintaining a harp reversed between three Celtic
crosses counterchanged.
Elizabeth FitzRandolph Name and Device 03/81
Argent, an owl close guardant azure, orbed, beaked and taloned Or, grasping in its
dexter talon a book and in sinister chief an increscent azure.
Elizabeth of Cranstone Name and Device 02/96
Argent, on a pile vert between two roses purpure seeded Or barbed, slipped and leaved
vert a crane in its vigilance argent.
Elizabeth of Devon Name 06/97, Device 01/13
Purpure, a pall argent between a mullet of fur points and two dolphins haurient
respectant Or.
Elizabeth of Middlebrook Name 12/04
Elizabeth Stafford Parr Pembroke Name 02/92, Device 04/92
Argent, five bars sable, a martlet volant and an orle of martlets azure.
--Badge 12/95

Barry argent and sable, a martlet volant azure.
Ellisif hvítaský Name 04/09
Ellisef Thorvaldsdottir Name and Device 12/89
Per pale Or and argent, an escallop inverted, on a chief triangular azure, three Thor's
hammers, two and one, Or.
Elom Eikinskjaldi Name and Device 03/81
Per bend sinister sable and barruly argent and sable, in dexter chief an oak tree
eradicated Or, leaved vert, fructed of three acorns Or.
Elric Wyvill Name and Device 12/97
Per bend sinister gules and azure a sword between two harps in fess addorsed Or.
Elspeth Dunn Name and Device 04/95
Or, a saltire vert between four roses proper all within a bordure vert.
Elspeth Islay of Glen Meara Name 08/92, Device 04/07
Azure, a pegasus rampant contourny and a bordore argent charged with roses proper.
--Badge 08/96
Barry wavy argent and azure, two sea-horses respectant crossed in saltire vert.
Elspeth Jean of Lochmaree Name 09/80, Device 10/86
Per fess Or and azure, issuant from the line of division five piles wavy inverted
gules, in base a hawk displayed, head lowered, argent.
Elspeth Radegund Name and Device 10/90
Per fess wavy Or and vert, a seahorsecoiJnterchanged, on a chief vert, an acorn slipped
and leaved inverted between two tortoises Or.
Elspeth Trelawney MacNaughton of Lochawe Name 12/83, Device 08/86
Vert, on a saltire Or a tower gules, and on a chief Or three roses gules, barbed and
seeded proper.
Elvira Gibbs Name 11/88
Elyn verch Gwilim Name 09/09, Device 08/08
Or, a horse salient to sinister sable within a bordure way vert.
Elysant de la Vallette Name 03/05, Device 02/06
Azure, on a chevron between three crescents argent a Iymphad, sail,S unfurled, sable.
Emelina of Shrouesbury Name 03/05
Emma Diamant Name 02/11, Device 03/12
Gules, a phoenix argent between three lozenges Or.
Éna’n MacCarbre Name 08/08
Enriqueta Isabel de Reyes y Mora Name and Device 03/81
Paly of eight Or and sable, a chevronel between three whippets courant gules.
Enya of Gael Name 02/92
Eoghan Wuduweard Name 01/94
Eoin an Eich Ghil mac Cionaodha Name and Device 11/01
Azure, in pale a hand and a horse couchant regardant argent.
Eóin Mac Seóin Device 08/12
Per fess wavy Or and gules, a hawk displayed sable and a heart Or.
Eórann Maguire Name 10/92, Device 10/00
Gules, a bend sinister wavy argent between two quatrefoils Or.
Énnae Catha an Duna Name and Device 08/01
Sable, a sword between two lion's heads erased respectant Or.
Ephrem Orbeli Name 12/12

Eric Loren Elcara Name and Device 08/79
Per bend sinister gules and sable, in pale two staves in saltire, a mullet of eight
points pierced: elongated to sinister chief, and a lightning flash bendwise argent.
--Badge 05/83
Per bend sinister gules and sable, a bull's head cabossed and in chief a unicorn ho'rn
palewise argent.
(For Caer Elydr)
--Badge 08/83
Per bend gules and sable, a unicorn's horn palewise between in fess a bear and a bull
combattant argent.
(For Huw lago)
--Household Name 05/83
Caer Elydr
--Alternate Name 08/83
Huw lago
Eric Mulrooney Name and Device 02/98
Per fess wavy gules and vert, three cups Or and a castle triple-towered argent.
Eric of Telemark Name and Device 08/79
Azure, a ram's head cabossed between six axes in annulo argent. -----Augmentation of
Arms 10/95
Azure, a ram's head cabossed between six axes in annulo argent between, as an
augmentation, three triskeles argent each charged with a tau cross azure.
--Badge 08/82
Gules,a lightning flash bendwise sinister issuing from sinister chief surmounted by a
tau cross argent.
--Badge 05/82
Gyronny of six gules and azure, a reremouse displayed within an annulet enflamed Or.
--Badge 04/92
Azure, a grozing iron bendwise sinister between two closing nails argent.
Eridano Auri Name and Device 03/08
Azure, a fess wavy between three mullets of eight points Or, in chief a crescent
aregent.
Erik the Runt Name 08/91, Device 12/92
Gules, in pale a drakkar sailing to sinister and an axe reversed, a chief Or.
Erik von Kampf Name and Device 06n3
Sable, on an estoile Or a Death's head gules.
Erika Bjornsdottir Name 08/86, Device 12/96
Gules, a chevron inverted between "a mullet and a bear passant Or. --Augmentation 06/04
Gules, a chevron inverted between a mullet and a bear passant Or, and as an
augmentation, on the chevron inverted seven triskeles azure.
Ernest of Wyvernwoode Holding Name and Device 05/09
Vairy en pointe argent and sable, a lion gules and on a chief sable three mullets of
eight points Or.
Esclairmonde Ravenscroft Name and Device 12/85
Per pale purpure and argent, two chevronels between three crescents all cou nterchanged.
Esobella Rowena Erwyn Ross Name and Device 10/90
Bendy sinister argent and vert, a vine bendwise throughout wavy sable, flowered with a
rose gules.
Esteban Vicente Manrique de Santiago Name and Device ,10/96
Sable semy of escallops Or, a cross of Santiago argent.
Étaín Echluath Name 03/12
Étain ingen Chathail huí Guaire Name 09/06
Étaín ingen Mháel Ísu Name 04/98, Device 03/99
Or, a cross gules between four compass stars, a bordure sable.
Euron Myngdu Name and Device 01/12
Vert, a cross couped and in chief a sword fesswise reversed Or.

Ever O'Felan Name 05/04
Evgeniia Grigor’eva doch’ Dubrovina Name and Device 04/10
Per bend sinister Or and vert, and oak leaf and a snail counterchanged.
Fáelán mac Grigair Name and Device 11/01
Per pale Or and vert, a thistle within a bordure counterchanged sable and Or.
Fáelán mac Rúadáin Name 01/12
Faílenn Bán Name and Device
Per pale azure and vert, a swan naiant within an orle Or.
Failenn ingen Murchada Name and Device 12/04
Per fess wavy vert and argent, two mullets of four points and a shamrock counterchanged.
Fara Steinhauser Name 12/86, Device 05/96
Or semy of unicorn's heads couped, on a lozenge sable a unicorn's head couped Or.
Fasti inn hugprúði Davíðsson Name and Device 02/11
Or, two lions combatant gules within a bordure embattled sable.
Feargus MacBruce Name 06/90, Device 06/92
Or, a saltire between a decrescent and three mullets, on a'chief azure four thistles Or.
Feme inghean Donnabháin Name 08/00, Device 10/01
Azure, a dragon rampant to. sinister within a bordure engrailed argent.
Feoras de Marcy Name and Device 04/92
Per bend sinister rayonny gules and sable, two wolves' heads erased contourny argent.
Fernando Miguel de Valencia Name 06/04, Device 04/06
Per saltire vert and sable, four swords in cross points to center argent.
Fernando Rodriguez de Avilles y León Name 06/02
Ferrant Reeve Name and Device 10/10
Sable, three pheasants rising and a base Or.
Fionaingen Donnchada Name and Device 03/01
Vert, on a pile engrailed Or a rose slipped and leaved proper.
Fine Brigid Name 10/93
Finnuala Macleod Name and Device 12/85
Per pale Or and vert, a bull's head caboshed within an orle of pairs of thistles in
saltire all counterchanged.
Fintan MacAldin Name and Device 12/97
Purpure, a bowed psaltery and on a chief raguly Or, a turtle tergiant contourny fesswise
vert and a scorpion tergiant fesswise sable.
Fionnghuala an Sionnach Dubh Name and Device 12/94
Sable, a Gorgon's head Or between three gouttes d'eu.
Fionnghuala Shúile Uainí Name 06/91
Finnguala inghean Alusdair Name and Device 12/08
Purpure, a snail contourny Or, a chief wavy argent.
Fiska-Silvester lotharssohn Name 06/92, Device 04/95
Per fess argent and sable, a domestic cat passant contourny and a fish naiant contourny
counterchanged.
Franca Domato Name and Device 06/10
Argent fretty azure, on a chief sable three hibiscus blossoms argent.
Francois le Renard Name 04/89
Frederich Karl Kyburg Name and badge 04/07, Device and Augmentation 10/07

Sable, two chevronels invected and in canton a fer-a-loup invertede bendwise, and as an
augmentation a triskle in base argent.
--Badge
Sable, a fer-a-loup inverted argent.
Friedrich Georg Lenzen Name 02/90
Gabriele Parr Pembroke Name and Device 10/01
Azure mullety argent, a unicorn’s head couped Or.
Gaius the Dane Name 03/13
Galen O'Loingsigh Name 08/92, Device 05/93
Per fess azure and vert, a sea-serpent ondoyant and a point pointed argent, in sinister
chief a mullet Or.
Gareth Cochrane Name 09/89
Gareth Dalyngrigge Name 02/11 Device 05/11
Gyronny sable and Or, on a bordure eight roundels counterchanged.
Gareth de Mountayne Name 06/87, Device 10/95
Vert, a Iymphad sail furled Or within a bordure dovetailed argent.
Gareth de Taunton Name and Device 03/13
Gules, an armillary sphere argent between three compass stars Or, a bordure argent.
Gareth MacGunther of Gordon Name 10/91, Device 11/89
Per chevron argent and v~rt, two thistles, slipped and leaved, proper and a horned great
helmaffronty Or, within a bordure counter-ermine.
Garrette Stanson Name 10/90
Gaston de Champvieux Name and Device 11/01
Per pale gules and sable, a sinister hand inbenediction argent and a bordure embattled
Or.
Gavine Armestrang Name 07/04, Device 01/07
Per bend gules and sable; a bend between an two armored arms embowed argent.
--Badge 01/07
Per pale argent and gules, a mascle counterchanged.
Gavin Chateau-Gaillard Name 01/12
Gavin Kyncade Name and Device 09/09
Vert, two swords in saltireand on a chief wavy argent a bow purpure.
Geirúlfr mac an Gallóglaigh Name and Device 04/10
Sable, two spears in saltire and on a chief triangular argent, a wolf statant to
sinister sable.
Gema Kazakova Name and Device 03/13
Per chevron azure and gules, in chief two lizards tergiant in chevron Or and argent.
Genevieve Cameron Morcheartaigh Name 09/89, Badge 09/89
Quarterly argent and purpure, four fleurs-de-lys conjoined in cross, bases to center,
counterchanged, all within a bordure compony Orand sable.
Genevieve Fehrmann Name and Device 12/86
Vairy Or and azure, on a cross formy quadrate throughout gules, a tortoise
tergiantpalewise Or.
Genevieve La Rousse Name 04/88, Device 04/91
Sable, a harp ensigned with a unicorn's head, on a chief argent, two estoile$ sable.
--Badge 07/93
Argent, a hare sejant contourny gules within a bordure sable. (For Chateau La Rousse)
--Household Name 08/91
Rousse, Chateau La
Genevieve Ie Fey Name and Device 12/04
Argent, a frog vert and on a chief gules three estoiles argent.

Genevieve Mullet de Troies Name and Device 05/08
Gules, a chevron cotised between three compass stars argent.
Geoffrey Allyn Dawnstar Name 06/86, Device 12/86
Vert, on a pile inverted bendwise sinister throughout gules, fimbriated, a mullet of
seven points argent
Geoffrey de Tocqueville Name and Device 12/85
Per pale azure and Or, a chess knight within a bordure counterchanged.
Geoffrey Dymoke Name 03/10
Geoffrey Maynard of York Name and Device 12/85
Per fess engrailed Or and azure, in chief a tortoise tergiant vert.
Geoffrey of Lincohle Name 06/88, Device 02/83
Quarterly gules and argent, a cross bottony fitchy counterchanged between in bend an
escallop and a winged lion rampant Or.
Gerbert Faber de Rouen Name and Device 04/88
Argent, in saltire a smith's hammer and a pair of tongs, in base a square anvil sable.
Gerhart Bill Name 06/97
Geta Alexandra din Wallaehia Name 07/84, Device 05/86
Per chevron Or and gules, a pair of leather dancing shoes in chevronaddorsed proper and
a needle Or.
--Badge 06187
Or, a leather dancing shoe bendwise sinister proper.
Gherardo il Trineatore Name and Device 10/91
Sable, a tricorporate fox within an orle of chain Or.
Gianetta di Remigio Welser Name and Device 10/90
Per chevron inverted azure and argent, a demi-spiderweb issuant from the line of
division argent and threegouttes in pale azure.
--Badge 10/95
(Fieldless) A goutte per pale w~vy argent and azure.
Gillian de Bordeaux Name 04/09, Device 03/10
Gules, a sun in its splendor and on a chief embattled Or two gillyflowers slipped and
leaved gules.
Gillian Saintelair Name 02/9, Device 05/96
Azure, a horse rampant Or crinedand unguled argent, on a chief Or a Celtic cross between
two lion's faces purpure.
Gillian von dam Walde Name 08/86, Device 05/94
Plumetty gules and argent, three swans rousant, wings addorsed, sable each holding in
its beak an annulet Or, a bordure sable.
Gillianne de Solis Name and Device 01/91
Azure, a peacock, tail spread, argent and in chief two mullets of eight points Or.
Gilmoure Gylbard Name and Device 10/87
Per bend sinister argent and azure, fretty argent, a bend sinister between a compass
star sable, charged with an annulet argent, and a cat couchant guardant sable.
Gimel of Glymmerholde Name 08/91, Device 11/91
Tierced per pall inverted arrondy gules, sable and argent, in chief three daggers
inverted proper and in base a cup azure.
Ginevra Visconti Name and Device 08/01
Vert, a greyhound rampant to sinister regardant argent collared purpure and a chief
erminois.
--Device 09/03
Purpure, three bees within a bordure wavy Or.
Giovanna di Piacensa Name 01/91, Device 08/92 .

Argent semy of grape clusters, on a bend sinister purpure three drinking horns fesswise
Or.
Giovanni Argento Coniglio Name 09/00, Device 04/93
Per fess sable and vert, two hares dormant argent.
Giovanni di Rienzi Name 10/90, Device 05/93
Per bend sinister wavy purpure and argent, a swan naiant to sinister and in saltire two
swords inverted counterchanged.
Giuliana del Chiaro Name 06/03, Device 01/12
Azure, three crosses bottony and a bordure embattled argent.
Giuseppe Francesco da Borgia Name 08/94, Device 09/95
Per saltire gules and sable, in pale two harps and in fess two chalices issuant from
each a dagger inverted Or.
Glynis ferch Llewellyn Name and Device 02/83
Argent, a female Everglades kite rising to sinister proper maintaining in both talons a
snail sable, a chief invected azure.
Godfried of Frisia Name 06/90, Device 01/84
Azure, two natur,al tigers rampant addorsed argent, their tails entwined around a sword
inverted proper.
Godwin Herlewin Name 11/98
Gothen Kýlansson Name and Device 08/96
Or, a saltire gules between four roundels azure.
Gottfried mit dem Bart Name and Device 03/13
Argent, in pale two boar’s heads erased close purpure and a sinister tierce sable.
Grace Carter Name 03/08
Grainne inghean Bhriainmhic Neill Name and Device 10/05
Per bend sinister gules and azure, on a bend argent three shamrocks palewise vert.
Grainne inghean ui Ghobhann Name and Device 03/99
Quarterly indented vert and sable, three gilly flowers in bend argent seeded Or.
Grainne ingen Anlóin meic Cerbaill Name and Device 03/10
Or, a peacock azure within a bordure vert.
Grania ni Fhearghuis Name and Device 12/88
Azure, two bendlets invected fretted with two scarpes invected, all between four dogwood
blossoms argent, seeded Or.
Gregor of nan Crioch Tuatha Device 11/98
(holding name for Gregor Verdammten)
Gules, a cross crescenty quarterly Or and argent.
Gregor Perdix Name and Device 08/81
Azure, a pall inverted between two partridge's heads' erased Or and an open book proper.
Gregory Ahearne Name and Device 10/96
Argent, a horse rampant contourny sable on a bordure gules an orle of chain Or.
Griffin Pollard Ie Bere Name and Device 06/97
Per saltire azure and sable, a paw print argent.
Griffyn ap Owain Name 11/98, Device 05/02
Argent, a gryphon sable and in chief three compa~s stars gules all within a bordure
engrailed vert.
Grimdore Hawksbane Device 10/08
Azure, a lighting bolt bendwise Or between an aeolus and a raven rising contourny
argent.
Grim of Starhaven Name 08/12

Gryfyn de Moyon Name 11/12, Device 03/08
Per pale gules and Sable, six crescents three two and one Or.
--Badge 03/08
Per pale azure and Or, a griffin passant regardant counterchanged.
-- Badge 11/01
(Fieldless) A crescent azure.
--Badge 09/03
(Fieldless) A rustre sable.
--Household Name 12/03
Greygriffin, House
Guendolen of Skye Name 06/92, Device 01/94
Or, an escallop and on a chief embattled azure three escallops Or.
Gui de Bourg en Bresse Name and Device 011/12
Azure, in pale a cock Or and in saltire two swords argent.
Guido del Roso Name and Device 04/09
Argent semy of annulets sable, a quatrefoil saltirewise slipped vert.
Guillaume Bovier Name and Device 05/96
Per chevron Or and pean, a chevron rompu between two Maltese crosses gules and a bull's
head cabossed Or.
Guillaume de Clare Name 10/96, Device 10/91
Argent, in fess three swords inverted sable, on a chief embattled azure, three towers
argent.
Guillaume Ie Chypriot ap Taliesynne Name 04/89
Guillermo da Firenze Name 08/88, Device 04/89
Gyronny Or and vert, a duck displayed, head to sinister, argent, on a chief gules, three
fleurs-de-lys argent.
Guillermo Juaquin Pérez Barrios Name and Device 09/83
Checky counter-ermine and vert, a water-bouget within an orle argent.
Gunnólfr járnhauss Name 04/10
Gunther Halftroll Name 10/90
Gunther Labenwolf Name and Device 12/04
Azure, a saltire of chain couped Or, overall a wolf statant contourny argent.
Gunther von Waldherz Name 04/89, Device 05/93
Argent, on a bend vert between two mullets of seven points sable, a stag trippant
guardant fesswise argent, a bordure quarterly Or and vert.
Gustaf Zizka Name 06/03
Gwalchfaen ap Uthr Name and Device 04/95
Per chevron sable and gules, a chevron between two roundels argent each charged with an
eagle's head erased sable and another charged with an eagle's head erased gules.
Gwen of Swansea Name and Device 02/90
Per saltire azure and vert, on a saltire Or between four bees, tails outwards, Or,
marked sable, five fleurs-de-lys azure.
Gwendolen Kirkcaldy of Fawdonside Name and Device 12/96
Gules, a bear dormant argent holding an arrow Or a bordure embattled argent.
Gwendolyn Kaye MacVeigh of Amber Oaks Name 07/90, Device 06/95
Vert, an oak leaf fructed and on a chief Or an acorn inverted between two acorns vert.
Gwendolyn Mary Douglas Name 12/86
Gweneth Atwater Name and Device 08/84
Argent, sema of roses azure, seeded Or, a domestic cat rampant to sinister guardant
sable.
Gwenhwyvar Thredegold Name 03/12

Gwenhwyfar Ver Cain Name 03/08, Device 11/12
Per pall inverted sable, argent, and vert goutty argent, in chief two feathers in
chevron inverted counterchanged.
Gwenllyan verch Morgan Name 06/00, Device 09/03
Per bend azure and vert, a legless wyvern displayed within a bordure Or.
Gwennan ferch Gwydion Ddyved Name and Device 10/90
Argent, chausse ploye azure fretty Or, a madonna lily slipped and leaved sable.
Gwenore Alexandra Mowbray Name 02/11, Device 03/12
Purpure, an escallop inverted within a bordure engrailed argent.
Gwydion Siwrnaiydd ap Madogap Taliesin Llan Rhyddlad Name and Device 4/95
Purpure, a leonine centaur statant, queue forchy, maintaining a lance with pennon flying
argent, in base a chain of two links fesswise Or, a bordure rayonny argent.
Gwythyr Hartwing Name 04/88, Device 09/86
Chequy gules and argent, a winged stag salient guardant to sinister sable.
--Badge 04/88
Gules, a winged sea-stag, sinister facing and guardant, Or.
(For House Hartwing)
--Household Name 04/88
Hartwing, House
Gyles of Wendelbury Name and Device 12/10
Per pale inverted, azure, and ermine, and open book argent bound sable and a pair
ofcompasses argent.
Gylys MacEwan Name 11/99
Gyða Kappgnógr Name 11/12, Device 08/08, Device 12/12
Per bend sinister argent and gules, two drasgonflies counterchanged.
Sable, a winged halberd blade to sinister and a orle Or.
Haakon Bjornsson Name 04/92, Device 08/92
Per pale azure and vert, in chief two lozenges conjoined in fess argent charged with two
axes in chevron sable, in base a mullet of eight points, argent.
--Badge 06/95
Per pale vert and azure, an axe bendwise Or ermined gules.
--Household Name 02/97
Gulløxarmannakyn
--Heraldic Title 04/10
Gold Axe Herald
Hadassah bat Josef Name and Device 04/91
Per fess gules and sable, a mullet of six points argent and two lit candles ensconced
Or.
Hala bint Yuhanna Name 03/10, Device 01/12
Barry sable and Or, a behive and a gore argent.
Hanko Kal Name 05/11, Device 10/10
Sable, in chief two wolves sejant respectant and in base two scimitars in saltire
argent, two flaunches lozengy vert and argent.
Hannah bat Isaac de Toledo Name 06/00, Device 05/08
Purpure, a compass rose and on a chief argent an ivy vine vert.
--Badge 05/08
Purpure, on a bend sinister cotised argent an ivy vine vert.
Hannah of Trimaris Device 09/03
(holding name for Hannah of Thalia)
Purpure, on a chalice Or a crescent sable and a chief Or.
Haran Keir Name 11/88
Hárekr Egillsson Name 06/98
Hartmann von Murrhardt Name and Device 1W90

Vert,a demi-hart Or issuant from a base barry wavy Or and vert, within a bordure ermine.
Hassan ai-Rashid Name and Device 04/89
Gules, a lion statant between in pale a scimitar fesswise inverted and a scimitar
fesswise'reversed Or, all within a bordure argent.
Havicia O'Byrne Brannagh Name 02/98, Device 06/98
Per pale sable and argent semy of crescents counterchanged, a sun in splendor gules.
Heinrich von Gugenheim Name 04/92
Heinrich vom Holtz Name and Device 03/12
Per pale gules and Or, an anvil between three broad-arrows inverted counterchanged.
Helga of Darkwater Name 10/90
Helmut von Wüttemberg Name 06/97
Herman van der Brugghe Name and Device 04/10
Sable, a chevron inverted gules fimbriated argent between three bells and a tower Or.
Hertha Wolfkeeper Name 10/92
Hextilda Marshal Device 06/04, Name 04/06
Sable, in pall inverted three escallops hinges to center Or.
Hilary of the Danelagh Name 10/90
Hollen of Kestrelmere Name and Device 12/83
Or, a holly sprig of three leaves in pall vert and three berries conjoined at the
center, one and two, gules, within a bordure pean.
Holtmar of Wyrhtenatun Name and Device 08/81
Barry of eight and per pale Or and gules, an eagle's head erased sable.
Honoree Julianne de CarcassonneName 12/08

Hrothgar Feilan Name and Device 02/06
Argent, two swords and a bow and arrow reversed azure, on a chief vert a wolfs head
cabossed argent.
--Household Name 03/10
Clann Fháeláin
--Badge 03/10
(fieldless) On a wolf’s head cabossed argent a sword vert.
Hrothgar vom Schwartzwald Name and Device 10/92
Per pale gules and argent, a t~.underbolt countetchanged, a chief embattled sable.
Hruodland of Starhaven Holding Name and Device 05/08
Argent, two wolf’s heads erased respectant and on a tower sable a Latin cross bottony
argent all within a bordure embattled sable.
Iain Colin MacKee Name 109/94, Device 06/98
Quarterly azure and ermine on a triskele Or, a thistle proper.
Iain Grant Name 10/92, Device 07/94
Gules, four crosses formy, two, one and one, the center cross within a mascle Or.
Iain Jameson of Kilronan Name 10/94, Device 06/95
Azure, a chevron Or between three lion's heads erased argent each gorged of four
lozenges conjoined in fess gules and a chief embattled Or.
Iain Mac Botolf de Errol Name 05/93, Device 10/92
Per pale sable and vert, a warham.rner between three annulets argent.
Iain of Rannach Name 08/96
Iain Qwhewyl Device 01/10

Per chevron inverted raguly argent and gules, in chief three brown weasels rampant
contourny two and one proper.
Ian Fitz Patrie Name 09/97, Device 10/07
Quarterly sable and gules, on a fess wavy between three wolf’s heads couped argent, a
dragon dormant reguardant vert.
Ian of Beinn Dhubh Name and Device 12/85
Argent, a dragon gules and a winged unicorn sable combattant, in chief a cross of
Santiago, a base rayonny azure.
Ian of Sea March Name and Device 12/08
Quarterly sable and azure, a snake nowed Or enfiled by a sword argent.
Ian of the Golden Fen Name 08/81
Ian the Bane Name and Device 12/83
Per pale vert and Or, a sinister gauntlet bendwise sinister issuant from dexter base
argent grasping a cross bottony vert, and a chief sable.
Iaroslav of the Pripiet Marsh Name and Device 05/82
Argent, a seadog rampant within a bordure embattled azure.
Ibrahim ibn Abih al-Thaalibi Name and Device 08/92
Azure, on a bend cotised between a featherbendwise and a scimitar bendwise inverted
fraded Or, two half-moon knives palewise. inverted azure.
Idunn Felinnoir Name 10/87, Device 04/91
Erminols, a lion couchant and on a chief sable three bezants.
Iefan Colledig ap Dynfwal Abertawe Name and Device 10/94
Or, a portcullis and in chief a pearled coronet, on a chief azure three flames Or.
--Badge 08/98
Or, a portcullis azure.
Ilene Johnstounne Name and Device 09/03
Per pale purpure and vert, a pegasus statant contourny within a bordure argent.
--Badge 09/03
(Fieldless) A natural sea-horse contourny vert within and conjoined to a horseshoe
inverted purpure.
--Badge 08/12
(Fieldless) A winged sea-horse contourny argent tailed vert.
Llse vom Rhein Name and Device 06/91
Bendy vert and argent, on a chief embattled grady azure, a sea-lion naiant Or.
Ilyse of Lochmaban Name and Device 12/08
Per bend sinister purpure and argent, three mullets bendwise argent and an iris bendwise
sinister purpure slipped and leaved vert.
Ines Cecilia de Marcy of Allerton Name 12/83, Device 04/92
Azure, a bend argent cotised between two female centaurs passant, one maintaining a
sword and the other a harp Or, a bordure argent.
Ingram Talbot Hildebrand Griswold Name and Device 06/83
Per bend sinister azure and sable, a phoenix, head to sinister, argent issuant from
flames proper between in bend sinister two mullets of six points elongated to base Or.
Iohne the Borderer Name 05/05, Device 06/03
(holding name for lohne of Northumberland)
Or, a dragon passant vert maintaining a lightning bolt palewise sable all within a
bordure. purpure.
Irene Kilpatrick Name 08/94, Device 12/94
Azure, six hawks Or, overall a hawk's lure argent.
Irina Sviatoslavcha Name 01/12, Device 08/12
Azure, a moon in her plenitude argent and a bordure argent mullet of four points azure.
Isabeau de Mont Saint Michel Name and Device 10/95

Azure, on a bend cotised between a sun in his splendor and two crosses crosslet fitchy
Or three f1eurs-de-lys azure.
Isabeau de Poitiers Name 12/92, Device 05/94
Purpure, in pale an owl displayed Or and a plate within a bordure wavy argent.
Isabeau the Fool Name and Device 07/83
Sable, in bend a mask of comedy per pale gules and Or, and a mask of tragedy per pale Or
and gules.
Isabel Glengavel Name 03/08
Isabel Margarita de Sotomayor y Pérez de Gerena Name 05/01, Device 04/10
Per pale gules and sable, on a lozenge argent a domestic cat passant guardant contourny
sable, a bordure argent.
Isabel of Kent Name 05/86, Device 06/92
Argent, an apple tree eradicated fructed proper, in chief three apples gules slipped,
all between flaunches vert.
Isabel de la Griffon d'Aquitaine Name and Device 02/98
Quarterly vert and gules, a griffin segreant, a bordure Or.
Isabella Julietta Diego y Vega Name 02/62, Device 06/00
Per fess urdy gules and Or, issuant from a maunche a hahd maintaining a sun and a cross
of Jerusalem counterchanged.
Isabella of Mathon Trove Device 05/04
(holding name forlsabeHa Maria-Magdalena Fernandes de Chaves)
Argent, a cross parted and fretted azure between four keys sable.
Isabella of Seamarch Holding Name and Device 11/12
Per chevron vert and argent, an Arabic lamp Or and a bunch of grapes proper.
Isabelle de Saint-Gatien Name 01/12
Isenwulf Hakonson Name 08/96
Iseult du Soleil Name 12/94, Device 05/96
Per, pale purpure and azure, a cubit arm argent sustaining a sun between three fleursde-lys Or.
Isibél inghean Uí Longargáin Name 01/10
Istvan din Brasov Name 11/84
Iuliana of York Name and Device 03/94
Per pale gules and azure, a fasces and a two-handled amphora, on a chief indented argent
three ogresses.
Iustina Bryennissa Name 06/03
Jacqueline Kathryn Lyonnais Name 11/98, Device 05/04
Purpure, on a flame Or a pavilion gules, a bordure ermine.
Jacquelle d’Artois Name 01/12
Jacquetta Grimaldi Name and Device 08/01 .
Purpure, a pale Or overall on a chevron counterchanged two compass stars purpure.
Jakeline Fayrchild Name 08/08
Jakob Rotross von Templin Name 03/99
James Highgate Name and Device 03/12
Sable, a chevron Or and in sinister chief a tower argent.
James Kincaid Name and Device 02/92
Sable, on a bend between two f1eurs-de-lys argent, four shamrocks palewise vert.
James Malcolm Helme Name 04/88, Device 08/96

Argent, on a pile between two catamounts combattant sable a sword inverted proper
transfixing a skull argent.
James of Essex Name 01/03
James of Hastings Name 03/99, Device 04/88
Or, a wolf rampant vert, a chief indented sable.
James of Sherewode Name and Device 11/12
Per pale sable and azure, two raccoons passant respectant and an arrow fesswise argent.
James Scrimgeour Name 05/96
James Standish Name 10/01, Device 01/09
Quarterly sable and gules, on a cross argent a Russian firebird volant palewise head to
sinister and flames issuant from base gules.
James the Tavernkeeper Name 11/88, Device 02/92
Sable, on a bend between two mugs Or, a mace sable.
Jana Hauersham Name 04/07, Device 11/09
Per pale purpure and sable, a stag’s head cabossed and on a chief triangular argent a
goblet sable.
Janelle Lytelfield Name 02/83
Janet of Amurgorod Holding Name and Device 03/10
Or, in pale two chevronels couped braced and on a fan gules a paw print Or.
Jan of Stedborough Holding Name and Device 03/13
Barry sable andf argent, on a chief Or three Cornish choughs proper.
Janos der Kleine Name 08/91, Device 10/92 .
Sable, a fess wavy between three lions passant, a bordure argent.
Sable, in pale a triskele and a lion passant argent.

--Badge 05/96

Jason the Fletcher Name 12/85, Device 08/96
Per bend sable and vert, on a bend argent an arrow inverted sable, between a sun and a
crescent Or.
Jean Claude Dominique Jeanin Name and Device 12/85
Or, a pegasus segreant and in chief an unstrung recl..lrved bow fesswise and inverted
sable, between two flaunches vert, on each a sword Or.
Jean Paul the Mace Name 02/92, Device 05/93
Azure, a cross moline argent between four increscents Or, a bordure argent.
Jean Philippe Duvier Name and Device 12/86
Sable, an eagle volant, wings elevated and addorsed, maintaining in its talons a sword
fesswise reversed, on a chief embattled Or, five fleurs-de-Iys azure.
Jeanette Seurat d'Avignon Name and Device 04/89
Argent, two pink flamingoes statant respectant proper, on a chief azure a sun in
splendour Or.
Jeanlouis Pépin de Namûr Name and Device 04/88
Purpure, masoned Or, on a bend sinister Or, three fleurs-de-Iys palewise gules.
Jeanne de I'Île du Cygne Noir Name and Device 12/81
Per bend sinister argent and vert, a bend sinister Or between a swan statant, wings
elevated and addorsed, sable and three bezants, one and two.
Jed Silverstar Name and Device 04/80 (Deceased)
Azure, a mullet of four greater and eight lesser points between four piles issuant in
saltire argent.
Jehannette de Lille Name 11/06, Devic e 08/08
Gules, a pall between three roundels two and one and two bees Or.
Jeharine Argentee Name 03/99

Jenny Scarlet MacTaggart Name 12/91
Jesmond Ravenlea Name 11/01
Jeva of Ellysmere Name 03/08
Jill of Peregrine Springs Holding Name and Device 12/10
Per chevron gules and sable, two billets voided and a whale Or.
Jirel ni Cahil Name and Device 02/80
Argent, on a pair of f1aunches azure a talbot counter-passant and a pegasus volant
courant argent, in case a thistle slipped and leaved proper.
Jngridh PÆdhersdotter Name and Device 06/10
Vert, an owl contourney within a bordure argent.
Joanna de Bocage Name and Device 02/83
Per pall vert, Or and argent, two oak leaves conjoined in.chevron inverted vert fructed
proper.
--Badge 08/84
(Fieldless) An acorn per chevron vert and Or, within an annulet argent.
Joanna Eleanor Barrington Name 08/91, Device 02/92
Gules, a winged single-headed chessknight within a bordure Or.
Jocetta Thrushleigh of Rowansgarth
-- Badge 04/09
Or, a squirrel courant gules.
Johan Craft Name 06/06
Johan Fitztomas Name and Device 04/03
Argent, a bend vert between a lion rampant and three mullets one and two gules.
Johan van Leyden Name 10/94
Johann Gotz Kauffman von Erfurt Name 03/94
Johanna of Gleann Dubh Device 02/98
(holding name for L1eulyth o'r Cymry verch L1ewfron mab Dafydd)
Vert, three annulets interlaced one and two between three roundels Or.
Johannes von Drachenberg Name 09/89, Device 01/90
Or, on a pile inverted sable between two Egyptian lotus blossoms in profile purpure, a
dragon passant Or.
Johannes von Rottweil Name 01/10
John-Carlo Lobo do Mar Name and Device 03/11
Per bend sinister argent and sable, a sea-wolf counterchanged.
John FitzArnulf de Lithia Name 04/90, Device 10/79
Bendy sinister sable and gules, on a mullet Or a fountain.
John James Belinger Name and Device 01/12
Per bend sinister vert and argent, a bend sinister sable between a sea-griffin Or and a
roc volant, wings addorsed, maintaining in it talons an elephant contourny vert.
John le Irish Name 03/10 Device 05/11
Quarterly vert and sable, in pale a four-leaved clover slipped argent and on a heart Or
a raven contourny sable.
John Shark the Wanderer Name and Device 06/76
Azure, a shark's tooth point downward proper.
John Shorthair Device 09/89 .
(holding name for Wier Shorthair)
Per fess azure and sable, in saltire an axe and a sword inverted within a stag's attire,
all argent.

Jon Olafsson den Kristlig Name and Device O6/84
Per bend sinister dovetailed Or and azure, a Celtic cross gules and a dragon rampant
argent.
Jonathan Harbour Name 04/98, Device 11/98
Per chevron gules and argent, two roses slipped and leaved and a tower counterchanged.
Jonathan of Huntington

Name 08/12

Josef of Itil Name and Device 03/93
Per chevron embattled argent and azure, two stars of David and a wolfs head cabossed
counterchanged.
Juan Carlos Pérez Name and Device 05/83
Argent, a chevron embattled cotissed, the cotise to chief embattled counterrembattled,
and in base a scorpion statant gules.
--Badge 06/84 ,
(Fieldless) In PC311 inverted, three scorpions tergiant, conjoined at the claws gules.
--Badge 02/85
(Fieldless) In pall inverted three scorpions tergiant, conjoined at the claws, Or.
(For Casa del Alacran)
--Household Name 02/85
Alacran, Casa del
Juanice of the Shire of the Ruins Device 09/89
(holding name for Terwen ap Gwynedd)
Per chevron enhanced azure and argent, an antelope rampant azure and in chief two
crosses flory argent.
Judah ben Issachar Device 04/09
Quarterly argent and azure, a clenched gauntlet sable between four triskeles, a bordure
embattled counterchanged.
Judith Maryse Name 10/94, Device 10/01
Argent, a cat sejant erect guardant azure between two rose branches in chevron inverted
conjoined in base sable.
Julianna Strangewayes Name and Device 02/11
Argent, a chevron vert and in base a martlet azure.
Juliette de Vries Name and Device 11/12
Vert, in pale a mouse rampant and in saltire two needles inverted, a bordure argent.
Justin of Kent Name 12/92, Device 08/96
Argent, three crosses crosslet sable, on a chief gules a quill pen fesswise Or.
--Household Name 05/93
Tricitrine Abbey
Jutte Heberleins Name and Device 02/06,
--Alternate Name 02/11 Juana de la Vega
Gules, a bend engrailed between a garb and an escallop Or.
Kaine Ashburne Name 04/92, Device 09/00
Per chevron gules and sable, two LC3tin crosses clechy and a phoenix Or rising from
flames proper, a bordure Or.
Kale Adriane Name and Device 01/09
Per saltire sable and azure, in pale two sprigs of cherries and in fess two compass
stars argent.
Kaðlín skarptunga

Name 01/10

Kara Rowenna Hawkwood Name and Device 06/83
Purpure, a dragon segreant and in chief three escallops argent.
Karin of the Golden Web Name and Device 04/80
Azure, a spider extended depending from a spiderweb throughout in chief Or.
Katarine Niclaus Name 11/11
Katerina ate Hagenes Name and Device 04/09

Argent, a heart vert and a base gules.
Katerina of Vanished Wood Name 03/12
Katherina Evelyne Lee Name 05/11
Katerina Isabella di Firenze Name and Device 11/88
Bendy and per pale Or and sable, on a chief vert a f1eur-de-lys between two mullets Or.
--Badge 08/96
(Fieldless) On a triskele azure a fleur-de-lys Or.
Kateryn Routledge Name 03/13
Katharina Dietrich von Villach Name and Device 06/92
Per pale sable and gules, a winged boar passant, wings addorsed, in dexter chief a cross
formy fitchy argent.
--Badge 01/85
Per pale sable and gules, a boar's head erased to sinister argent.
Katherine Amberlach Name 04/03
Katherine Angelique d'Artois de Berry Name 12/86, Device 12/88
Gules, a grenade and on a chief rayonny Or, three towers gules.
Katherine of Tewkesbury Name and Device 10/94
Azure, three escallops between two bendlets wavy Or.
Katherine of Thorneholde Name 06/91, Device 05/94
Argent, on a pale azure betWeen two roses gules another Or, on a chief azure an arrow
reversed Or.
Katherine Rose Jenkins Name 02/98
Katherine Taylour Name 12/05
Kathleen MacDeargan Name 10/97
Kathleen of Darkwater Name and Device 02/83
Argent, a blonde mermaid displayed proper between two flaunches azure, charged to dexter
with a goblet and to sinister with a shamrock Or.
Kathryn Amber Roche Name and Device 02/60
Per pale sable and argent, a bat displayed, on a chief enarched three crescents, all
counterchanged.
Kathryn Seabright Name and Device 08/60
Azure, in bend a compass star argent and a dogwood blossom argent, barbed vert.
Katja Hjalmarsdottir Name 07/85, Device 05/81
Or, on a bend azure, cotissed gules, between two. cinquefoils azure pierced Or, three
hawks' bells Or.
Kato Tametomo Name 08/91
Katryne Weir Name 09/11
Alternate Name Julianna Wilkins
Katsushika Michinaga Name 04/89
Kazimir Michalowski Name 02/11
Kenneth Albright Name 12/61
Kenneth Robyn Hawkewood Name 05/93, Device 09/95
Or, on a bend sinister bretessed vert a sea-lion palewise contourny maintaining a
trident argent.
Kenric Fitzalan Name 02/11, Device 08/12
Gules, a squirrel contourny argent and a bordure argent semy of acorns sable.
Kevin Alastair MacGowan Name and Device 01/12

Vert, a anvil argent.
--Badge 01/12
Sable, a butterfly fimbriated and lined Or.
KhadiJah bint Mika'i1 al-Zarqah Name 09/00
Khalida al-Zarqa’ Name and Device 04/10
Argent, a domestic cat rampant purpure between three roundels azure, a bordure purpure.
Khorijin Tatar Name and Device 11/99
Gules, a horse's headcouped between the points of a yak's horns argent.
Kiara Rowland Name 09/95, Device 08/96
Azure, two natural seahorses respectant Or within an orleof crescents argent.
Killian Bryce Name 02/97, Device 09/97
Argent, a lizard rampant and on a chief embattled vert three estoiles argent.
--Badge 11/98
Or, an estoille between three dragon's heads couped sable.
Kim Kyong-II Name and Device 06/83
Per bend sinister vert and Or, a bend sinister between a sun and a Siberian tiger
passant guardant counterchanged, striped sable.
--Badge 06/83
Or, a Siberian tiger passant guardant vert striped within a bordure sable.
(For House Jade Tiger)
--Household Name 06/83
Jade Tiger, House
Kinet of Ravensclough Name and Device 04/10
Per bend sinister azure and sable, three garbs Or and a dolphin haurient argent.
Kjartan Ulfr Ormsson Name 06/83
Klaus Wilhelm von Salzburg Name 12/92, Device 05/93
Vert; a chevron rompu Or between two edelweisses argent and a lion rampant Or.
Knikolos Major of Salem-by-the-Sea Name and Device 02/80 (deceased)
Counter-ermine, on a bend gules between a mask of comedy and a hippogrif salient argent,
an artist's brush Or.
Kolvallr Hergeirsson Name 04/09
Konrad Faust Name and Device 12/04
Argent, three chevronels azure, in base a heart gules.
Koppel fun Baurieux Name and Device 12/81
Barry wavy argent and azure, on a pile wavy gules a salmon naIant and an osprey passant
close argent.
--Heraldic Title 08/04
Cog Herald
Kristof de Lorenzo Name 03/08
Krystyna Czartoryska Name 12/89, Device 04/91
Per bend rayonny argent and gules, a brown eagle's wing proper and a decrescent argent.
Kyle Gryphus Name 10/93
Lance Nystrom Name and Device 12/85
Argent, on a bend wavy azure between two demi-pegasi azure, a tilting spear argent.
--Badge 09/89
Argent, a single-headed chess knight, winged, azure.
Lance of Lancaster Name 03/99
Lars Knarrarsmidr Name 04/91 , Device 10/92
Gules, on a bend between a rooster displayed argent and a lion dormant Or, a spear
gules.
Lassair of Waterford Name and Device 12/86

Per bend sinister Or and vert, two roundels, each within an annulet, all counterchanged.
Laura de Botelsford Name 06/91, Device 12/12
Per saltire vert and sable, a sea-griffin contourny reguardant queue-forchy Or gorged of
a pearled coronet sable.
--Heraldic Title 07/04
Sea-Griffin Herald
Laura Hrafnsdottir Name and Device 11/88
Per pale, wavy argent and purpure, in bend two violets within a bordure counterchanged.
Laura la Sage Name 12/10
Leannán Mac Aleer Name 11/99
Leif MacAlestir Name 03/08
Leonidas Mantineus Name 06/00
Leonides Ablington Name 05/11, Device 09/11
Per fess sable and vert, a fess Or between three comets bendwise sinister inverted
argent and a lion couchant Or.
Leopold Bachmann Name 04/09, Devbice 09/09
Per bend embattled sable and gules, two lions rampant to sinister Or.
Leopold of Darkwater Name and Device 12/85
Argent, a sea-wolf tailed as a fish erect azure, on a chief sable, a sword fesswise
between two anchors Or.
Lethann Fhind Name 11/02
Líadan ingen Fháeláin meic Thigernaig Name 03/08
Liamuin ingen Silláin Name 04/95, Device 09/97
Per chevron purpure and vert, two tau crosses and a moon in her plentitude argent.
Lilias Macleod Name and Device 10/01
Argent, a pegasus salient sable and on a base azure a escallop inverted Or.
Lillian Clare de Chateauroux Name and Device 03/94
Purpure, a peacock close reguardant, a bordure Or semy-de-lys gules.
Lillian Hawksworth Name 04/03, Device 09/03
Per bend sinister gules and Or, a natural tiger rampant contourny argent and a hawk
rising wings addorsed sable.
Lillias Lindsay Name 05/93
Linnet lorraine Name 03/85
Linyeve de Everly Name 12/08
Lisabetta Maria da Firenze Name 12/91, Device 05/94
Argent, a fleur-de-Iys gules, on a chief wavy vert four quatrefoils saltirewise argent.
Livia of Ravenswode Name and Device 12/85
Per bend azure and gules, in bend sinister a moon in her complement argent, and a
phoenix Or.
Ljudmilla von Konigsberg Name 12/85, Device 10/87
Per bend argent and purpure, a saltire flory conjoined with four crescents, horns
inward, and a dove volant, all couflterchanged.
L1awryn ap Gruuffydd ap Cadwaladr Name and Device 08/96
Lozengy azure and Or, a sword inverted argent hilted overall a wolfs head erased
contourny sable.
Llewellyn Jardinier Name 11/98
Llewelyn ap Cadwaladr ap Dafydd ap Hywel Name and Device 02/90

Per chevron gules and Or, two tuns palewise and a wolfs head, erased and sinister
facing, counterchanged.
Llywelyn ap Gwyn of Anglesey Name 11/94, Device 12/95
Argent, three dragori's heads couped within a bordure embattled gules.
Loarn MacFergus Name 08/91
Logan Hawkwood Name 05/93
Logan Mersc Macjenkyne Name 10/93
Long Bai Xiong Name and Device 02/95
Per pale azure and argent a pawprint between three bear's head cabossed counterchanged.
Lorcán ab Arthur Name and Device 06/89
Or, two chevronels fretted with a chevronel inverted sable, on a chief vert three
mullets Or.
Lorcan McEoin Name and Device 11/99
Argent, on a pall inverted gules seven Celtic crosses Or, in sinister chief a winged
stag segreant vert.
Lorccan mac Cinaetha meic Dara Name and Device 10/94
Per chevron vert and sable, in pale a tree eradicated and a toad tergiant argent.
Lorccan mac Dubhghaill Name and Device 04/10
Azure, a snale nowed argent and a bordure argent semy od annulets sable.
Lorn Mac Ewen Name and Device 02/98
Argent, the trunk of a tree sprouting three slips proper issuant from base, on a chief
azure three boars passant argent.
--Badge 08/01
(Fieldless) The trunk of a tree couped sprouting three slips proper.
Lorencz Grant Name 04/10
Lothaire Magnus Name 04/91
Lothar Freund Name 06/92, Device 07/93
Vert, a fess embattled counterembattled between a foi and a bull's head caboshed Or.
Lothar vom Hahn Name 02/11
Luc de San Michel Name 05/11
Lucas Colbert Name and Device 02/07
Per pale azure and sable, a crab argent.
Lucia Alessandra Caldiera Name 04/07, Device 07/11
Per pall argent, vert and azure, in pale a salamander gules and a salamander argent,
each enflamed proper.
Lucia del Mar Name 05/94, Device 06/95
Sable, a hornless goat's head couped, a chief wavy Or.
--Badge 02/96
Sable, a hornless goat's head couped within a bordure Or.
Lucan of Suffolk Name and Device 04/92
Per bend sinister gules and sable, on a bend sinister bevilled between three daggers and
three pawprints argent, four mullets sable.
Lucian Ro Name and Device 02/11
Per pale argent and purpure, a dragonfly counterchanged and on a chief sable a dagger
reversed argent.
Lucrezia Sarta da Napoli Name 12/04, Device 01/12
Argent, an apple tree couped proper fructed gules and in chief two open books gulpes, a
base checky Or and vert.

Luke McGowen Name 12/04
Lundvarr Dufgalsson Name and Device 03/12
Sable, on a pile argent between two bees Or, abadger rampant purpure.
Lydia de la Mer Name 10/91, Device 06/92
Azure, on a chevron between three escallops inverted argent, three estoiles azure, a
bordure argent.
Lylie Dendelyoun Name and Device 03/08
Gules, a chevron embattled-counterembattled between two lilies and a dragonfly Or.
Lyneue la Sawyere Name and Device 11/01
Azure, on a fess wavy argent between three dolphins haurientOr a rose gules.
Lynnette de Tours Name and Device 10/88
Or, three unicorns rampant vert.
Madallaine Isabeau de Cat Name 10/00, Device 11/02
Sable, on a chevron gules fimbriated between three lion's faces a fleur-de-lys argent.
--Badge 03/01
(Fieldless) On a spider web sable within and conjoined to an annuleta lion's head
jessant-de-lys argent.
--Badge 09/03
(Fieldless) A lion's head jessant-de-Iys argent.
For Maison de Cat)
--Household Name 09/03
Cat, Maison de
Máel Coluim la Drake Name 12/10
Máel Dúin Dubh mac Diarmada Name and Device 08/08
Per chevron sable and gules, a chevron between three mullets Or.
Mael Mide ingen Medrain Name 05/05
Maerric atte Mor Name 06/92, Device 01/94
Argent, three axes in fess and on a chief embattled sable a dolphin naiant argent.
Maeve of Trimaris Device 08/01
Holding name for Maeve Firehair)
Vair, a hare passant gules breathing flames proper.
Magdalene de Languedoc Name 04/06
Magnus Lodinsson Name 08/92, Device 10/92
Argent, a natural panther salient sable, on a chief wavy azure a bezant.
Mahdukht al-Zarquá Name and Device 05/04
Argent, a peacock in his pride purpure tailed gules and on a chief purpure three
crescents Or.
--Badge 05/04
(Field less) A peacock in his pride purpure tailed gules, the tail charged with a
crescent Or.
Máire Ruadh Name 11/02, Device 12/04
Per fess wavy Or and gules, two hearts counterchanged.
Mairi Johnston Name and Device 10/07
Per bend azure and Or, a lizard tergiant bendwise and a crow counterchanged.
Malcolm Angus Gunn Name and Device 08/86
Vert, a tower pean between two eagles close addorsed Or, on a chief ermine, a sword
fesswise gules.
Mandrigal of Mu Name and Device 05/80
Gules, a chimera couchant Or.
Manfred von Falkenhagen Name and Device 09/09
Gules, a lymphad with sails furled and oars shipped and in chief three eagles argent.

Manuel Dias Torres Name 01/12
Marcail Steuert Name and Device 05/82
Or, on a fess between a lion rampant and in saltire two thistles gules a horse passant
to sinister argent, crined Or.
Marcelina Alloue Name 03/10, Device 01/12
Argent, a lark Volant gules within a bordure bebuly sable.
Marcia of Wyvernwood Device 10/04
(holding name for Brenna Catriona Dunn)
Per saltire purpure and argent, two thistles couped in fess proper.
Marcus Dundee the Brewer Device 08/12
Argent semy of triskeles azure, a chalice sable and a bordure gules.
Maredudd ap Cynan Name 06/89, Device 09/03
Per pale and per chevron sable and argent all semy of ferrets statant counterchanged, a
single-horned anvil counterchanged argent and sable.
--Device 06/89
Per pale sable and argent, in pale a ferret statant and a single'-horned anvil
counterchanged.
--Badge 10/93
Argent, on a tree stump eradicated sable a double-horned anvil argent, in chief three
mullets of four points gules.
(For Ty Bon Du)
--Household Name 10/93
Ty Bon Du
--Heraldic Title 05/02
Ferret Herald
--Augmentation of Arms 12/12
Per pale and per chevron sable and argent all semy of ferrets statant counterchanged, a
single-horned anvil counterchanged argent and sable, and for augmentation in dexter chief a
ferret rampant sustaining a straight horn palewise Or.
Margaret Anne O'Donnell Name 02/98, Device 11/98
Vair, a pair of flaunches Or, each charged with a trefoil vert.
Margaret Elizabeth Aison of Devon Name 10/92, Device 03/94
Gules, a bend sinister engrailed erminois between two arrows inverted in saltire and
three horseshoes interlaced in pall inverted Or.
Margaret Elizabeth Stuart Name 06/00
Margaret MacGregor Name 02/96
Marged Bronwen Montague Name 10/97
Margherita di San Gimignano Name and Device 07/74
Per bend argent and azure, a conical tower erminois.
--Badge 12/03
Per bend gules and ermine, a winged unicorn rampant wings addorsed argent, armed,
crined, unguled and chased Or.
Marguerite Isadora de Riva Name and Device 08/88
Barry wavy azure and argent, a scorpion on a chief wavy Or, an Egyptian sphinx couchant
azure faced argent.
Maria Adelina Garcia y Perez Name 06/95
Maria Brammer Name 03/10, Device 01/12
Per chevron checky sable and argent and argent, a chevron and a domestic cat sejant
guardant sable.
Maria de Andaluza Name and Device 05/08
Or, two hores salient addorsed and in base a mullet of eight points sable, all within a
bordure pean.
--Badge 05/08
(Fieldless) Two hores salient addorsed conjoined sable.

Maria Ellisif Ericsdottir Name 09/95
Maria Isabella Rodriquez Name and Device 06/97
Sable, a donkey passant and in chief three roses Or.
María of Vogelburg Name 03/08
Marian Nicholes du Bois Name 10/00
Marianna Vincentia Name 03/12
Marie Genevieve of Aquitaine Name 02/98, Device 06/98
Per pall inverted azure, argentand sable, two ewes combattant maintaining recorders
sable and argent and in base a mullet of six points Or.
Marie Le Main Name and Device 069/06
Per pall purpure and argent, a hand counterchanged.
Marina Sabine Name and Device 06/92
Azure, an escallop inverted between in base three roundels argent, tWo and one, a chief
invected ermine.
Martha Elcara Name and Device 10/07
Azure, a nude blonde baby sejant erect to sinister, legs crossed proper.
Martin Lochner Name and Device 06/97
Sable, a lion's head contourny and on a chief Or three crosses bottony gules.
Martina de Bury Name 04/90, Device 08/90
Quarterly gules. and azure, an estoile argent, a chief Or fretty azure.
Marsle of Dunbarton Name 11/06, Device 09/07
Or, a fox sejant guardant sable and in chief a ducal coronet, all within an orle of wake
knots in orle gules
Martine Beauvarlet Name and Device 12/08
Purpure, on a pale gules finbriated three oak leaves Or.
Mary Felix the Fool Name and Device 12/83
Vert, two zebras combattant argent, striped sable.
Mary Lyttle Turtell Name and Device 06/91
Argent, a tortoise tergiant fesswise reversed vert, on a chief nebuly gules, three
mushrooms Or.
Matfei Krotyssev Horkov Name and Device 09/09
Gules on a lozenge argent a crow contourny sable, issuant from dexter three wolf’s teeth
argent.
--Badge 09/09
Sable a lizard rampant argent.
--Badge 09/09
Argent, on a pellet within an annulet gules a lizard rampant argent, a bordure gules.
Matthew Blackoak Name and Device 12/92
Sable, on a chief triangular argent an oak tree blasted and couped sable.
Matthias von Greifsburg Name 03/05, Device 02/11
Sable mullet of six points, a griffin and on a chief Or three Latin crosses gules.
Maximillian Wilhelm aus Weinheim Name and Device 04/90
Purpure, in fess two goblets and on a point pointed Or, a bunch of grapes purpure,. on a
chief Or, a dachshund couchant sable.
Maximillian Wolfhart von Hutten Name 05/04
Meadhbh inghean Riain Name 02/02, Device 08/96
Purpure, semy of amphoras Or, a sea-serpent ondoyant within a bordure invected argent.
Meadhbh ní Shiobhán Name 03/94, Device 06/00
Per pale embattled vert and gules, a harp Or and a wolf sejant ululant argent.

Meaghan Catherine McKenna Name 05/93
Meaghan ferch Rhys Name 10/93, Device 12/95
Per bend vert and sable, on a plate a horse's head contourny couped sable.
Meaghan ni Chathaoir of Namron Name 10/93
Medb an Dhragan Shuanaigh Name 10/92
Medb Riona Name 05/93
Melchior Allue Name 12/12
Meghan Oriana Lauder Name 10/89, Device 11/89
Per saltire Or and gules, a sun in splendour within a bordure rayonny cou nterchanged.
--Badge 05/94
(Fieldless) A tricorporate horse rampant, head dexter facing, gules.
Melangell merch Mariot Name and Device 12/04
Per pale urdy Or and gules, three hearts gules and a bee proper .
Melbrigda of Oak Glen Name and Device 12/85
Per bend sinister embowed counter-embowed vert and Or, a kangaroo sejant erect with
young pouched, Or, and a thistle proper.
Melisande Aubrey d'Anjou Name 10/00, Device 10/10
Per fess argent and azure all semy of triskeles counterchanged, a griffin and a seagriffin addorsed Or.
Melisenda Alix de la Croix Name 05/04
Melissent Jaquelinne la Chanteresse Name 12/08, Device 05/09
Sable, on a fess wavy argent a rose proper between an increscent and a decrescent sable,
a bordure argent.
Melodia de Okhurste Name 10/05, Device 05/06
Per bend Or and argent, a tree blasted and eradicated azure.
Meredith ap Morgan Name 09/95
Meriall nic Fhionnghain Name and Device 12/92
Or, on a pale gules between two irises azure slipped vert, a poleaxe argent.
Merowald de Sylveaston Name and Device 01/73
Per pale sable and gules, a cross flory, on a chief Ora dragon's head couped vert.
Merricke MacDonald Name and Device 12/04
Azure, a fox sejant and in chief two barrulets wavy couped argent.
Michael Kellahan Name 05/96
Michael Kendrick Name 09/03
Michael Kennethson Name 08/S6, Device 04/88
Gyronny of six per pale argent and gules, a hexagon sable within a bordure
counterchanged.
--Badge 04/88
Per pale azure and argent, on a fess between four mullets, two and two, three mullets,
all counterchanged.
Michael Luc of Darkwater Holding Name and Device 03/10
Argent, a cross bretessed couped and on a chief sable three lozenges Or.
Michael of Alwington Name and Device 12/95
Per bend ermine and Or, an hourglass azure.
Michael of Darkwater Name and Device 11/09
Per bend sinister gules and azure, a lighting bolt bendwise argent.
Michael von Anspach Name 08/86

Michaela of Heron's Rest Name and Device 06/89
Per pale vert and Or, in fess a heron in its vigilance and sinister facing and an
estoile of eight points, in base two barrulets wavy counterchanged.
Michel du Cygne Noir Name 12/87, Device 06/90
Per pale Or and argent, a legless swan rousant, wings elevated and addorsed, all within
a bordure dovetailed sable.
Michel Etiene de Treville Name 03/84
Michelina Medici Name 11/11, Device 11/12
Per pale sable and Or all crusilly flory counterchanged.
Michelle du Roc Rouge Name 12/86
Mikael du Mouchel Name 09/89, Device 01/90
Quarterly sable and gules, a Maltese cross argent, on a chief embattled Or, in saltire
two arrows inverted sable.
--Badge 02/92
(Fieldless) On a Maltese cross argent two arrows in cross sable, the palewise arrow
inverted.
Mikaella of Dragon's Trench Name 05/93
Mikhail Litvak Name and Device 10/91
Per chevron gules and azure, a chevron argent between two daggers in chevron proper and
a straight trumpet inverted Or.
Miklos von Baeker Name and Device 04/10
Quarterly argent and purpure, two kettle drums bendwise sinister argent, a bordure
counterchanged.
Miles de Berdon Name and Device 09/03
Quarterly Or and vert, four crosses formy counterchanged.
Milica of Castlemere Holding Name and Device 01/10
Per pale sable and gules, a fess cotised Or between three bezants.
Milicent Telynor of Caerfyrddin Name and Device 09/95
Argent, a turtle vert and a gore lozengy cooped in fess azure and argent.
Mira dei Medici Name 11/12
Mirga Kate Name and Device 08/86
Or, two chevronels between two daggers in chevron conjoined at the hilts and a natural
panther rampant to sinister sable.
Miriam Hauke Name and Device 02/06
Per bend azure and purpure, on a bend argent three feathers reversed sable.
Mitsuhashi Masaie Name 12/85
Mittainne von Wald
Name 11/06, Device 04/09
Sable, an eagle displayed guardant, between its wings a sun argent eclipsed sable, in
base a ducal coronet argent.
Miyamoto Aki Name 12/12
Miyamoto Toramasa Name 12/12
Mocholla Macphaibhidh Name 04/98, Device 02/97
Gyronny of eight argent ermined gules, and vert, four swords in annulo points to center
sable.
Moira Breanainn MacLochlainn Name 08/86, Device 04/89
Argent, fretty gules, an escarbuncle of seven caltraps joined at their points within a
bordure sable.
Moira MacDermott Name and Device 12/97
Argent, a swallow rising purpure, maintaining in its beak a shamrock vert.

Moire Gray Name 03/13
Monford Allheisen Name and Device 02/83
Azure, in pale seven compass..;stars in long cross argent and two demi-tridents in
saltire Or.
--Device 03/00
Azure, two trident heads shafts crossed in saltire Or.
Monika Abendschoen Name 06/22, Device 11/00
Gules, a fess embattled counter-embattled ermine fretty azure between two garbs and a
stag springing Or.
Monique de Montfichet Name 01/94
Morcar Darkfalcon Name 12/92, Device 05/95
Per chevron inverted sable and gules, a chevron inverted rayonny Or, overall a winged
sword inverted argent.
Morgan Alanna Morcheartaigh Name and Device 05/84
Sable, scaly, on a pale argent a mermaid affronty proper, crined Or, holding aloft in
both hands a sword sable, hilted Or.
--Badge 02/89
Per fess azure and sable, a auburn-haired mermaid proper, tailed argent, maintaining in
her dexter hand a plate and in her sinister a sword bendwise sinister proper.
--Badge 10/90
Sable, two mermaids displayed proper, crined auburn, tailed argent, maintaining between
them a sword proper, the dexter maintaining in dexter hand a pot of gold and the sinister in
sinister hand a lantern Or, illumined argent.
(For Didean Dorchachta)
--Household Name 02/83
Didean Dorchachta,
Morgan Alyn Alwyn Name 11/83, Device 05/84
Per bend argent and Or, a bend gules, overall a dragon rampant vert, within a bordure
embattled azure.
--Badge 08/84
Per pale gules and sable, in pale three bats displayed argent.
Morgan Bloodaxe Name 06/90, Device 06/95
Azure, a triangle of 'three battleaxes fretted Or.
Morgan Cadwalader Name 11/98
Morgan Goch Bengrek Name 09/03, Device 09/06
Per bend sinister vert and sable, a spider and a drop spindle Or.
Morgan Rhys of Glastonbury Name and Device 03/94
Quarterly sable and vert, on a cross Or, an arrow inverted sable between two crossescross let vert, and a bordure Or.
Morgan Sparhawk Name 02/96, Device 03/99
Per pale purpure and Or, two horses combattant counterchanged.
Morgan fereh Morgan Name and Device 02/83
Sable, three chevronels braced and in chi~f a demi-wyvern between two crosses of four
fusils Or.
--Badge 02/83
Per fess gules and sable, in pale a cross of four fusils and a demi-Wyvern Or.
Mori Take’o Name 01/12
Morrie Haast Name and Device 06/83
Sable, a saltire Or between in pale an hourglass fesswiseand a clay pipe fesswise and in
fess two dragon heads erased argent.
Mould de Cheder Name 02/11
Moyai-Nidun Name 10/01
Muireann Deora-De of Rivereroft Name and Device 03/78 (Deceased)

Quarterly vert and Or, in the second quarter a mullet of eight and in the third quarter
an escallop, both argent, 'overall a bend wavy vert, fimbriated argent.
Muirgius mae Con Mara hui Segdai Name 11/02
Músa-Alrekr Björnsson Name 08/91, Device 10/92
Azure, a pale argent ermined azure endorsed between two mullets of four points elongated
palewise argeht.
Mwynwen Ysginidd Name 12/97, Device 01/01
Azure, six strawberries in annulo argent.
--Badge 11/02
(Fieldless) A strawberry argent.
Myfanwy Crisiant ferch Dafydd Name and Device 02/92
Gyronny purpure and Or, a bulb of garlic argent.
Nadezhda Nikandrova Name 04/03
Nakagawa no lenobu Name 05/84, Device 12/86 (Deceased)
Sable, a kuwagata helm crest and in chief a fan inverted of five bamboo leaves within a
hexagon voided argent.
--Badge 05/84
Sable, a kuwagata helm crest argent and in -thief a plate charged with the kanji "tomo"
("friend") sable, all within an annulet argent.
(For Glan Nigawa)
--Badge 06/86
Sable in pale the kanji "Kawa" (riv~r) and a Japanese helmet crest (kuwagata), within an
annufet argent.
--Household Name 05/84
Nigawa, Clan
Nakamura Yoshimitsu Name 04/91
Natalia Bramante Name 06/03
Natalija Varvara Stoianova Name 04/88, Device 06/91
Or, four dragonflies vert in cross a base barry wavy vert and argent.
Nest of Cearbeorg Name 06/91
Niccolosa Dragonetti Name 04/03, Device 07/04
Per pale purpure and vert, two stags rampant addorsed Or within a bordure erminois.
Nicolas Bradwater Name 10/91
Nicholaa Kelton Name 08/91, Device 04/92
Argent, in saltire four mice tergiant, tails to center, sable, on a chief vert two pairs
of needles in saltire Or.
Nicole-Julienne Laviolette Name 12/92
Nicole Morgana Chanter Name and Device 04/89
Argent, a rose between three fleur-de-lis sable within a bordure gules.
Nicole Muscadet Name 12/12
Nikolai Aleksandrovitch Staritsyn Name and Device 08/82
Purpure, on a pile inverted throughout between in chief two wolfhounds sejanf respectanf
argent in base a rose azure, barbed vert.
Nikolai Arukov Lvovich Name and Device 12/10
Per bend sinister checky vert and Or and purpure, in base three cups argent.
Nikolai Grigorovich Nabokov Name 02/90, Device '06/92
Sable, on a fess between a dragon passant and a unicorn rampant Or, a saltire .
swallowtailed gules.
Nuala inghean Sheamuis Name 10/00, Device 03/01
Azure, an owl and in chief three roundels, a bordure argent.

Octavia Columella Name 01/00, Device 01/01
Per pale gules and argent, two columns counterchanged.
Octavio de Flores Name 09/00, Device 07/02
Argent, an escarbuncle vert each spoke terminating in a rose ~nd a chief gules.
--Badge 10/05
{Fieldless) An escarbuncle vert each spoke terminating in a rose gules .
Odo Fitzhugh Name and Device 10/97
Vert, two chevronels sable fimbriated argent.
Olaf Hilditonn Name 02/96, Device 03/99
Sable, a triquetra argent, a bordure argent pellety.
Olaf Jarnhond Name 06/97, Device 06/98
Quarterly azure and Or, a sun and a bordure indented gules.
Olalla Roja de Xerez Name 06/02
Olgar Bearclaw Name and Device 10/92
Per bend sinister azure and sable, a bear dormant, a bordure argent.
Oliver of the Silver Hammer Name 12/83
Olwen ferch Rhodri Name and Device 02/96
Vert, on a bend argent between two garbs Or three oak leaves inverted fructed proper.
Olexia MerilÄinen Name 12/10
Oriana Goldenhair Name 02/83, Device 10/90
Per chevron Or and pean, twogillyflowers slipped and leaved vert and a hare salient Or.
0riana of Basingstoke Name 04/88
Oriel y Cwn Name and Device 12/95
Per chevron purpure' and vert, a chevron between two dog's heads erased and an oak leaf
argent.
0sbert the Greyberd Name 09/09
Oshaya de Carcassonne Name and Device 06/00
Purpure, a saltire within and conjoined to a delf voided fleury at the points Or, a
chief rayonny argent.
--Badge 10/02
(Fieldless) A saltire within and conjoined to a delf voided fleury at the points Or.
Otes atten Oke Name and Device 05/05
Quarterly sable and gules, an oak tree and a chief Or.
Otto Botticher von Spreebrucke Name and Device 12/89
Argent, seven swords, blades fretted to form a mullet of seven points, vert.
Owen MacPherson Name 12/03, Device 05/08
Per bend sinister sable and azure, a wolf rampant and in chief three increscents argent.
Parlan MacRonan Name 06/90, Device 05/91
Sable, a catamount rampant ermine, breathing flames gules, within a bordure argent
charged in cross with four crosses couped gules.
Parnell Aline Wynter Name 05/04, Device 12/04 .
Per bend sinister purpure semy of escarbuncles argent and argent, a dragonfly purpure.
Passchyer Bisscop Name & Device 05/05
Argent, a Coptic cross purpure.
Patricia of the Northern Manor Name and Device 02/80
Bendy sinister of four, gules and Or, a Colorado Blue Spruce tree
Patricia of Wyvernwood Device 02/89
(holding name for Ynesse of Caer Brugh)

proper.

Lozengy ermine and sable, an owl statant guardant to sinister, wings displayed, on a
chief gules, five annulets fretted in fess Or.
Patricia Philomena de Saint Clement Name 12/92, Device 01/95
Azure, a fess wavy argent, overall an anchor Or.
Patrizia Bonacorsi de Catania Name 03/08
Paul d'Estoile Name 10/92, Device 06/95
Argent, on a cross between in chief two estoiles azure in base an estoile argent, a
bordure azure.
Paulina of the Northwood Name and Device 11/99
Per bend indented gules and argent, a mullet argent and a tree eradicated proper.
Peadar Felic Name and Device 04/89
Per pale azure and gules, a bull's head coupeq between two swords inverted in pile
argent.
Peire de Narbona Name 04/10, Device 03/12
Gules a semy of keys palewise wards to sinister base, a sword inverted transfixing an
open book Or.
Pelinora de Orión Name 09/84, Device 02/85
Azure, in pale a Iymphad under sail reversed and a decrescent within a bordure engrailed
argent.
--Badge 12/88
Azure, crescenty Or, on a bend argent, a natural dolphin embowed sable.
Perik{e-}s ho Spartiat{e-)s Name and Device 03/12
Per pale argent and sable, a polypus within a bordure counterchanged.
Petra Malusclavus Africanna Name 04/09, Device 10/10
Per pale azure and gules, a gorgon’s head cabossed argent.
Philip von Remagen Name 04/95, Device 09/95
Argent, two bars embattled between in pale three swords fesswise sable.
Philippa Bradbury Name 03/94
Phillippe d’Artaignan Name 02/07
Philippe d'Escargot Name 05/82
Philippe de Montchamp Name 02/89
Phillippe Devereux Name 12/08, Device 01/10
Argent semy-de-Lys, a bend and on a chief azure a lion passant guardant argent.
-Badge 08/91
(Fieldless) On an ermine spot sable, a crescent argent.
Phillippe le cuisinier Name 02/11
Porfinnr inn svarti gylðir Name and Device 04/10
Per pale Or and argent, in fess a wolf rampant contourny azure between two swords gules.
Porniutr Walker Name and Device 10/05
Vert, a boof reversed and in chief three caltrops Or.
Porsteinn of Swampkeype Device 2/05
(Holding Name)
Azure, a bull's head cabossed between three triskeles azure.
Priscilla of Wyvernwood Name 10/92
Protais of Verona Name and Device 09/00
Bendy sinister. indented sable and Or, a rabbit salient contourny and on a chief argent
three Stars of David vert.
Pyotr Ivanovich Drozinski the Fool Name and Device 02/98

Per chevron argent and vert, three roundels one and two gules, azure and vert, issuant
from base a tree blasted argent.
Quentin Sprecher Name 04/06, Device 02/07
Per fess argent and sable, two crosses formy gules and a bear passant guardant to
sinister argent.
Quentin Wrenguard ap Rhys Name 12/82, Device 07/83
Azure, a chevron Or between two doves volant palewise argent and two ram's heads erased
combattant Or.
--Badge 08/86
Azure, two ram's heads erased combattant Or.
Rachel Kathleen Cundiff Name 12/85, Device 08/84
Vert, a pegasus rampant between in cross four harps argent, all within a bordure
invected Or.
Randal the Vandal Name 09/11
Raedwulf Hrothgaresun Name and Device 02/89
Per pale Or and sable, a cross formy counterchanged, on a chief dovetailed azure, a
sword fesswise reversed argent, enflamed proper.
Rafn iz Novgoroda Name 10/93
Ragnaild de Lesslyn Name and Device 02/11
Gules, a domesic cat’s face and a chief double arched Or.
Ragnailt ingean Maeláin Name 10/10, Device 09/11
Azure, three horses passant in annulo and on a chief dovetailed argent a horse passant
reguardant azure.
Ragnar inn Tryggvi Name and Device 05/11
Per pall inverted sable, azure, and Or, two dragons combatant Or and a saltire issuant
from the line of division gule.
Ragnar Longeye Name 10/91
Ragnarr Edmundarson Name and Device 10/05
Per pale sable and gules, on a lozenge argent a crescent gules.
~-Badge 12/08
(Fieldless) Acresetper palesable and gules.
Ragnarr Hardraada Name 12/86
Ragnarr inn hávi Name 01/12
Rahil bint Haroun Name 12/10, Device 05/09
Per pall argent, purpure and sable, a reremouse sable and two reremice argent
Raibeart Donnachaidh Name 02/84
Ramette Peregrine Name 05/05
Randwulf aet Blacwulveslea Name 10/00, Device 08/01
Cheeky argent and vert, a wolf rampant and a chief sable.
Rannald Mcintyre Name 03/01, Device 11/98
Vert, a vol and a chief embattled Or.
Raoul luc Benet Name and Device 12/85
Per pale sable and gules, a fleur-de-lys argent and a base vair.
Raphael Caradoc Name 08/91
Raschid Abd'ullah ibn lacoob al Baghdadi Name and Device 12/85
Gules, semy ofdecrescents argent, if') pale an Arabic oil lamp and two scimitars
inverted in saltire with edges to base Or.
Raseem ai-Mujahed Name 12/86

Raynagh Griffyn Name and Device 12/04
Vert, a griffin couchant wings elevated and addorsed between six mullets one, two, two
and one Or.
Raynagh Mac Shane Name and Device 08/08
Gules, a cross couped between in bend sinister two clarions bendwise sinister, a bordure
embattled Or.
Rebecca Macleod Name 04/03
Rebekah Anne Parr of Pembroke Name 04/92, Device 10/92
Per saltire azure and vert, on a lozenge argent a triskele azure.
Redwald Friomundes sunu Name 11/09
Reginald le Despensier Name and Device 01/01
Per pale argent and azure, a rooster counterchanged.
Reinhard Lowenkop Name 06/00
Rhiannon Bjornsdottir Name 04/92, Device 07/92
Argent, a fess per fess vert and gules between a dragon passant vert and a leek gules.
--Badge 09/00
(Fieldless) A gittern gules.
Rhiannon Fitzgerald Name 06/91, Device 12/92
Gyronny sable and argent, a dragon rampant gules between three estoiles Or, a bordure
gules estoilly Or.
Rhiannon Walkinfire Name 02/96, Device 09/97
Argent, a cow courant purpure and in base a crescent vert.
Rhys de Montfort Name and Device 12/83
Per bend sinister gules and sable, in bend a snake nowed Or and a cinquefoil argent.
--Badge 12/83
Vert, on a cinquefoil argent a pen-fesswise sable.
(For House Penwood)
--Household Name 12/83
Penwood, House
Rhys Westouer Name and Device 09/06
Sable, a compass star argent and in chief a letter “W” Or.
Richard de Stanford Name and Device 10/94
Vert, a yale rampant argent, armed and in chief three cross crosslets fitchy Or.
Richard Ericksson, the Burgundian Norseman Name and Device 08/79
Sable, on a bend cotised Or a castlepalewise and a hurst of three pine trees palewise
sable.
Richard l'Arrogant Name 02/89
Richard le Wulf Name 04/03
Richard MacKenzie Name 06/02, Device 10/10
Azure, a sagittary passant argent and in chief three compass stars Or.
Richard Clitherow Name 05/08, Device 09/03
Azure, a castle triple-towered Or and on a chief triangular argent a bow palewise
reversed and an arrow fesswise reversed in cross sable.
-- Alternate Name Richard of Marcaster 05/06
Richard of Wykham Name 12/94
Richart de Saint Raphaël Name and Device 09/03
Sable semy-de-lys Or, on a pale Or a lizard tergiant vert.
Richart de Sunderbach Name and Device 10/01
Vert, in fess two stag's attires palewise tines outwards and a base wavy Or.
Rioghnach bean réite Name and Device 02/97

Quarterly azure mullety argent; and gules, a sword inverted argent surmounted by a sun
in splendor Or.
Rioghnach Sláine ní Chonaill Name and Device 10/92
Purpure, a sea-griffin contourny and in chief three mullets argent.
Riquaerd of Westbrook Name 11/11
Ristard mac Íomhair Name and Device 04/09
Argent estemcely purpure, a fox passant to sinister reguardant.
Robert Alian de Roussillon Name 10/05
Robert Andrew Duncan Name 02/83
Robert the Bald Name and Device 02/97
Per bend argent and azure, a lion rampant counterchanged gules and Or a bordure
counterchanged.
Robin de Cleir Name and Device 02/11
Per bend sinister gules and azure, a bend sinister between a horse salient contourny and
a beehive Or.
Robin le Claver Name 09/03, Device 02/11
Quarterly Or and argent, a latin cross bottony gules between in bend a spearhead and a
sword sable.
Robin Longfellow Name and Device 06/88
Per saltire vert and chequy sable and argent, in pale a chess rook and two arrows
inverted in saltire argent.
Robin MacLeer Name 12/88, Device 10191
Per bend argent and gules, a keystone sable charged with a chalice Or.
Robert masc Uisdein Name and Device 02/07
Argent, on a chevron azure between three towers vert three roses slipped and leabed Or.
Robin of Berkshire Name 04/89
Roderic Falco Name and Device 06/97
Gules, a falcon's head erased between three double roses argent.
Roderick Fitz William Name 10/10
Rodrigo Diego Ramos Name and Device 06/88
Per fess argent and sable, a fess embattled gules, masoned argent between a Maltese
cross gules and a dragon passant argent.
Roibeard mac Sluaghadhain Name and Device 12/92
Sable, on a bend sinister between a compass star and a rose argent, a sheaf of three
arrows inverted sable.
Roland le Palmer Name 05/04
Roland Wolfram Floyd Name and Device 12/86
Purpure, on a bend sable, fimbriated, between a unicorn's head couped and a heart three
roses argent.
Roland de Germaine Name 11/91
Roland Merritt de Carr Name 05/08
Rolant von Reichenau Name 10/92, Device 08/94
Purpure, five gingko leaves crossed, stems to center, within a bordure Or.
Rolf von Sternstein Name 01/94, Device 11/11
Argent, on a mug vert a mullet of six points Or, a chief embattled vert.
Rolfe Dürer Name and Device 12/88
Per bend sinister Or and sable, a dragon displayed and a keg fesswise counterchanged.

Rolland Forrester Name and Device 10/94
Per chevron sable and gules, two fleurs-de-lys and a lion's head eabossed Or.
Ronan MacáChaladair Name 06/91, Device 08/91
Per chevron throughout Or and azure, a thistle argent between three garden roses
counterchanged.
--Badge 08/91
(Fieldless) A crossbow sable loaded with three flaming arrows conjoined at the nock Or
enflamed gules.
(For House of the Ash and Yew)
--Household Name 08/91
Ash and Yew, House of the
Rónán Mór Ó Ríoghhardáin Name 12/08, Device 01/10
Per chevron argent and vert, two wolf’s heads couped respectant sable and a massacre
argent.
Ropesle de Sylveaston
Inherited arms; see Merowald de Sylveaston
Rorik Kelleward Name 08/92, Device 08/91
Sable, in saltire an axe and spear, in chief a mullet of four points elongated to base
Or.
Rosario Mairano Name 09/95
Rosabel de Burgundy Name and Device 08/90
Argent, on a bend wavy between two horses passant purpure, three roses argent.
Rosalind Francesca of Wyvernwood Name and Device 12/85
Gules, on a bend ermine cotised Or, an arrow and bow sable, all within a bordure pean.
Roselynd Aelfricsdottir Name 12/91, Device 02/94
Sable, a rose branch bendwise, flowered of a garden rose and held by a bird's foot
issuant from a point pointed Or.
Rose Mary Elizabeth Bruce Name 05/93
Rose O'Shaughnessy Name and Device 10/87
Per bend wavy azure and Or, a mermaid proper, tailed and playing a transverse flute
argent, and a rose gules, slipped and leaved vert.
Rowena Lamont Name 05/93
Rowena of Flanders Name 01/91, Device 06/91
Argent, four martlets close in cross azure, a chief embattled azure, ermined argent.
Roxanne O'Malley Name and Device 01/96
Quarterly sable and azure, a wolf's head erased argent between three roses Or.
Ruaidhri MacCrimthainn Device 03/13
Argent, on a bend between two trees vert three suns Or.
Rüdger der Kreiger von Nürnberg Name and Device 05/07
Quarterly vert and Or, in bend a hammer sable between two lighting bolts palewise Or.
Rupert lain MacDuff Name and Device 02/83
Lozengy Or and sable, a dexter glove bendwise sinister inverted vert grasping a plate
enflamed to chief gules.
Rurik Petrovitch Stoianov Name 08/86, Device 10/91
Gules, a saltire vairy Or and sable between three badger's heads cabossed argent marked
sable, one and two, and in base two flails in saltire surmounted by a sword Or.
__ Badge Badge 12/08 Barry wavy azure and argent, a pickaxe bendwise inverted Or.
Russell de Botelsford Name 02/92, Device 03/94
Per pale sable and vert, two moorcocks and a boar's head couped, on a chief triangular
argent a boar's head couped sable.
Russell de Crauforde Name 02/90, Device 08/92

Argent, a fess wavy between a tree couped and a tree couped and inverted gules, a
bordure sable.
Rudger der Kreiger von Nurnberg Name, and Device 12/04
Quarterly vert and Or, in bend a hammer sable between two lightning bolts Or.
Sa'ad ibn Muhammad Name 11/02
Safiya bint Suleiman Name 04/09
Sakura Kimineko Name 10/82
Sakura Tetsuo Name 10/82, Device 02/83
Azure, five Masakari axe-heads voided conjoined at all points in mullet inverted, blades
outward, argent.
Sakurakawa Toujirou Sumiyori Name 05/05
Sapphira die Vreche Name and Device 07/02
Sable, a phoenix Orand on a chief rayonny argent a compass star sable.
Sanchia the Sly Name 12/89, Device 06/1
Argent, on a fess azure between three mullets and a mountain sable, a winged boar
courant argent.
Santiago CastaÑon DeAnda Name 03/08, Device 01/09
Sable, a phoenix Or issuant from flames proper and on a chief engrailed Or three crosses
bottony gules.
Sara Anna Tudinsdottir Name 04/88, Device 08/86
Azure, a garden rose slipped and leaved argent within a mullet of four points voided,
allwithin a bordure Or.
Sara Littel of Denby Dale Name 10/95, Device 12/00
Per bend gules and sable, a sheaf of arrows inverted, on a chief Or a horse courant
contourny vert.
Sarah Lynnette of Carlisle Name 06/89, Device 08/90
Azure, three roses argent between two chevronels Or and in base a stag at gaze argent.
Sarah Rebekah the Gentle of Southbrent Name and Device 04/92
Quarterly gules and purpure, a dove reguardant argent, on a chief Or a lute reversed
sable.
Saraid of Donegal Name and Device 10/97
Argent semy of Celtic crosses sable, a unicorn's head erased gules.
Seamus Mac Murchada Name and Device 10/97
Argent, on a bend sinister azure between five broadarrows, three and two, inverted sable
three acorns palewise Or.
Seamus McCryu McHoo Name 10/82, Device 07/82
Gules, two oxen horns conjoined at their bases Or, entwined of two cobras respectant
proper, overall a sword argent.
Séamus ó Cairlealláin Name 02/11, Device 09/90
Counter-ermine, on a bend Or three pheons sable and a bordure Or.
--Badge 12/04
(Fieldless) A pheon bendwise sable.
--Badge 03/08
(Fieldless) A sun Or, overall a rapier inverted bendwise sinister sable.
Seanach Mac Lochlainn Name 02/09, Device 05/08
Azure, two wolf’s heads erased addorsed conjoined at the neck argent and a chief
dovetailed ermine.
Sean de Carrigfergus Name and Device 12/88
Per pale and per chevron argent and vert, in bend two pairs of cogwheels in bend
sinister vert.
Sean Écrivain Name and Device 02/83

Sable, a pale argent surmounted by two quills bendwise sinister in pale, overall an orle
of pairs of quills in saltire counterchanged.
Sean of Lough Derg Name and Device 10/92
Argent, a chevron rompu inverted sable between a sun gules and a crescent sable.
Sean Ó Tuathail Name 04/09, Device 04/10
Sable, two sea-dragons respectant argent and a bordure argent crusilly Latin sable.
Seamán ni Mhureháin MaeFerris Name and Device 12/89 Per pale argent and Or, two legless demi:wyvems respectant sable, belled and incensed, and ~ garb gules, on a chief sable, three pheons
Or.
Sebastian Blaeke Name 01/94, Device 10/96
Vert, on a bezant a Jerusalem cross sable a bordure Or semy-de-Iys sable.
Sebastian Halyburton Name 04/89, Device 06/89
Quarterly sable and argent, a griffin segreant to sinister engorged of a pearled coronet
within a bordure counterchanged.
--Augmentation of Arms 04/06
Quarterly sable and argent, a griffin segreant to sinister gorged of a pearled
coronet within a bordure counterchanged and for augmentation maintaining a orle of five trickle
azure.
--Badge 10/96
(Fieldless) A griffin segreant contourny quarterly argent and sable.
--Heraldic Title 12/03
Sea-Dog Herald
Segdae hua Morda Name 05/06, Device 09/06
Vert, a wolf’s head erased and on a chief argent thre lymphads sable.
Selena of the Northern Woods Name and Device 04/80
Sable, a caltrap Or.
Seòsaidh mae Seòsaidh Name and Device 04/84
Gules, on a pale fitchy at the foot throughout between in chief two crosses patonce Or,
a swowd inverted sable.
Serafina la Volpicella Name 03/08
Serena Crakeseheld Name and Device 04/06
Azure, on a pale between four hearts argent a serpent erect azure.
Sergio dello Seudo Bianco Name 11/88, Device 05/89
Barry wavy azure and Or, in pale a towered bridge of two .arches and a heart gules.
--Badge 10/92
Barry wavy azure and Or, a heart within a bordure embattled gules.
Serina Vigdis Ulfsdottir Name and Device 08/86
Sable, a wolf couchant regardant argent between In pale two decresgents Or, a bordure
vair.
Serret of Falling Stars Device 10 /07
Argent, in pale three shooting stars bendwise sinister gules between flaunches azure the
dexter charged with an escarbuncle and the sinister charged with an aeolus argent.
Sesildi Garces de Leon Device 05/05
Gules, a lion dormant between three trefoils and a bortdure embattled Or.
Seumas Colla MacEoghainn Name and Device 12/88
Per fess embattled argent and sable, in pale a hurst of three trees proper, issuant from
the line of division, and an open book Or.
Seumas Moray Name 08/86, Device 01/88
Azure, a sea-goat rampant argent, in chief three mullets, one and two, Or.
Serwyl ap Morgan Name and Device 05/92
Vert, an oak tree eradicated Or, on a chief argent two griffins passant respectant vert.
--Heraldic Title 12/03
Golden Oak Herald

Sesildi Garces de Leon Name 04/03
Per pale Or and gules, a trefoil double-slipped counterchanged.

--Badge 04/03

Severin Visconti Name 02/98, Device 01/86
Per pale purpure and argent, in pale a bunch of grapes and two swords in saltire, all
counterchanged.
Sexwulf the Transgressor Name and Device 02/92
Ermine, a cross formy fitchy, on a chief wavy azure a reremouse ermine.
--Badge 02/92
(Fieldless) On a cross formy azure, a reremouse ermine.
Seymour the Skeptic Name and Device 02/96
Per bend sinister argent and Or, a Maltese cross within an orle vert.
Shauna Macleod Name and Device 02/98
Vert, a bear rampant to sinister, on a chief Or a Celtic cross vert.
Shea mac Conn Name and Device 05/93
Sable, three pallets and three bendlets fretted, between in bend sinister a rabbit
rampant contourny, maintaining a sword, and a natural panther rampant argent.
Siân Myfanwy ferch Briana Name and Device 12/83
Per chevron throughout vert and argent, two compass-stars and a pine tree eradicated
counterchanged.
Sibán ingen Ragnaill Name 09/01, Device 02/80
Ermine, fretty Or, on a chief azure three beehives Or.
Sibilla Daine Name and Device 04/10
Gules, in pale three wolves passant, the center contourny, argent within a bordure
gyronny sable and Or each gyron charged with a tower counterchanged.
Sibilla Goodenough Name and Device 04/98
Azure, on a bend argent between a sun in splendor and an opened scroll Or, three mullets
purpure.
Siegfried Conrad Georg Heydrich Name 08/90, Device 12/88
Quarterly Or and gules, a cross surmounted by a bordure, all counterchanged.
--Badge 01/91
Gules, a cockatrice passant to sinister, tail sufflexed in annulo, and a bordure. Or.
(for Die Wandervogeln)
--Household Name 08/90
Wandervogeln, Die
Siglinde aus Truso, called the Stupid Peasant Name and Device 02/80
Vert, in saltire two wooden spoons proper, on a chief embattled azure, fimbriated Or, a
dinner plate Or.
Siglinde von Hartberg Name 12/90, Device 10/91
Or, a demi-griffin, on a chief gules, three bezants.
Signy Colfre Tryggvad6ttir Nane 04/91
Signy Ottarsdottir Name and Device 02/90
Per chevron throughout ploye Or and vert, two harps and an otter's head fesswise erased,
all counterchanged.
Sile MacLochlainn 0 Ruairc Name 11/88
Silvan Luneau Name and Device 03/10
Gules, a sea-griffin Or tailed and maintaining a fleur-de-lys argent.
Silvanna Greyeye Name 04/09
Sile of Oldenfeld Device 04/97
(hold,ing name Sie a neo-fhaicsinneach)
Vert, on a bend between two lizards tergiant Or three axes palewise sable.
Simon le Mor Name 11/06, Device 10/05
Sable, a feather bendwise sinister within a bordure embattled argent.

Sine Immey Name 12/86, Device 04/88
Per bend purpure and argent, a butterfly bendwise, wings addorsed Or and two strawberry
leaves in bend vert.
Siobhan ni Riain of Brielle Name 10/91
Siôn MacDougall Name 06/04
Slaine inghean Fhiachrach Fhinn Name 04/09, Device 06/10
Per pale argent and sable, two ravens rising respectant and in base an embattled coronet
counterchanged.
Somhairle Ó Laidhigh Name 10/93, Device 08/94
Purpure, a boar's head erased argent between three pairs of drinking horns crossed in
saltire Or within a bordure embattled argent.
--Household Name 02/96
Chullaich Shain, Clann an
Sosanna of Kilkenny Name 12/08, Device 01/10
Argent, in pale a castle sable and a rose gules slipped and leaved all within an orle
vert.
Soshka Gregor'evich Vilanov Name and Device 07/02
Per fess purpure and sable, a skull and in base an hourglass fesswise argent.
--Badge 01/12
(Fieldless) a human skeleton argent crowned with a pearled coronet Or.
Stefán askmaor Name 11/98
Stefan Grey of Kent Name 09/95, Device 10/96
Per chevron inverted azure arid sable, a chevron inverted between a portcullis and two
goblets argent.
Stephan of Darkwater Device 09/89
(holding name for Stephan Magnus)
Azure, two pallets Or, overall a fox, on a chief argent three annulets sable.
Stephan von Strassburg Name 01/94
Stephen Axehelm l'Etrange Name 12/85
Stevyn of Beinn nam faoghla Name 1 0/90, Device 10/91
Per bend vert and argent, an increscent and a blackthorne sprig within a bordure
counterchanged.
--Badge 10/95
(Fieldless) On a blackthorn leaf vert an increscent argent.
Stroinek Conatin Name, Device 12/12
Vert, a horse rampant and in chief an oak leaf within a torque Or.
Subadai the Bear Name 08/94, Device 30/11
--Alternate Name 06/95
Subadai Babagai
Sable, a shou symbol bendwise argent within an orle of chain Or.
Suleyman ai-Rashid ibn Bayezid Name 10/00
Susan van Ham Langille Name 06/89 .
Susannah Northwind Name 01/85, Device 02/86
Azure, a dance between two fleur-de-lys and a compass-star argent.
Suzanne Renée Barineau Name and Device 12/85
Per pale Or and vert, a cat sejant to sinister sable and a peregrine falcon close Or, a
chief engrailed counterchanged.
Svala of Darkwater Holding Name and Device 05/09
Per pall argent, purpure and sable, a reremouse sable and two reremice argent.
Svana Karlsdóttir Name and Device 04/09

Argent, a swan azure.
Sveinn the Easterling Name 10/90
Sven Dragon Ormson Name 10/90, Device 01/91
Gules, two ravens addorsed environed of a serpent in annulo involved vorant of its tail,
a chief Or.
Sven Forlorad Name 09/91, Device 04/98
Quarterly arrondi sable and Or.
Syban Hhal Name 05/06, Device 09/07
Sable, on a plate a Russian firebird volant palewise, facing sinister and wings
displayed gules, all within a bordure rayonny argent.
Sythean Lina Chandler Name 03/13
Tadhg Bokbynder Name 04/09
Takamatsu Tadayoshi Name 05/08, Device 04/07
Azure, two scythes in saltire within an annulet of chain argent.
Takash al-Sadiq ibn Artuq al-Khwarizmi Name and Device 04/92
Azure, on a sun argent two lizards statant in annulo vert, on a bordwe argent five palm
fronds vert.
Takashita Katsuyoshi Name 12/86
Talfric Bluntsword Name and Device 06/83
Azure, on a pile dovetailed between in pile five mullets of eight points argent a
cougar's head cabossed proper.
Taliesin David Concannon Name 11/88, Device 06/91
Argent, on a fess engrailed to chief sable, an eagle volant argent, in chief a torteau.
Taliesynne Nycheymwrh yr Anghyfannedd Name and Device 12/12
Quarterly sable and gules, on a unicorn rampant contourny argent gorged of a pearled
coronet sable, a prickspur Or fimbriated sable.
--Augmentation of Arms 12/12
Quarterly sable and gules, on a unicorn rampant contourny argent gorged of a pearled
coronet sable, a prickspur Or fimbriated sable, an for augmentation an orle surmounted by and
orle of triskeles argent.
--Badge 06/86
Gyronny arrondi of three, sable gules and argent, a leonine centaur counterrrampant
proper, armed Or, carrying a Celtic harp in the dexter hand and wielding a double-bitted axe in
the sinister hand, both argent.
--Badge 02/92
(Fieldless) On a portcullis argent, an oak tree eradicated stocked sable, leaved gules.
--Heraldic Title 01/10
Sea Panther Herald
Tamara Ivanovna Nabokova Name 02/90, Device 04/91
Or, masoned sable, a two-towered castle vert, on a base sable a lion rampant coward Or.
Tamera Borgia Name 05/96, Device 08/96
Per pale purpure and sable, a cat statant contourny argent, a mount barry wavy azure and
argent.
Tamsyn Haukehyrst Name 09/95
Tanarian Brenaur ferch Owain fab Bran Name 08/91, Device 12/91
Gules, a tree eradicated Or, on a chief rayonny argent a dragon passant gules.
--Badge 01/94
Cheeky Or and gules, a winged ewe courant holding a dagger sable.
(For Teulu Prenaur)
--Household Name 01/94
Teulu Prenaur
Tatheg O'Brian Name 06/97, /Device 09/97
Per bend sinister azure and vert a boar rampant contourny and a goat c1ymant argent.

Tatiiana Aleksandrovna Ragozina Name and Device 07/04
Per pale azure and sable, a natural tiger rampant argent marked sable and on a chief
argent a roundel between an increscent and decrescent sable. .
Tatiana Heinemann Name 08/01, Device 12/08
Sable, a bird Or charged with another gules, in sinister chief a trickle argent.
--Badge 12/08 (fieldless) A bird gules bezanty.
Teamhair Gleann Dá Loch Name and Device 10/92
Vert, on a bend sinister between two spired towers Or, three arrows palewise inverted
sable.
Teamhair Wyddeles Name and Device 05/01
Vairy vert and argent, a tyger rampant purpure.
Thalassia Hellenis Name 12/10, Device 07/11
Quarterly arrondi gules and Or, in bend sinister an escallop inverted and an open book
azure within a bordure counterchanged.
Theadora Perplexa Name and Device 04/09
C hevronelly Or and sable, on a fess azure and otter statant Or.
Theodosius Athanasius Name and Device 12/85
Argent, a Byzantine harp azure, a bordure compony azure and Or.
Thirza Leonovna Denisovskaya Name 02/92, Device 04/92
Per bend sinister azure and argent, a unicorn's head couped at the shoulders argent and
a garden rosebud bendwise sinister purpure, slipped and leaved vert.
Thomas du Lac Name 06/89, Device 01/91
Per fess rayonny argent and azure, a lion rampant ,between four fleurs-de-Iys in
saltire, all counterchanged.
--Badge 1 0/93
Gyronny argent and azure, a fleur-de-Iys sable and a bordure counterchanged.
(For House of the Open Door)
--Household Name·12/91
Open Door, House of the
Thomas Fletcher Name 09/89
Thomas MacConnor of Ulster Name 04/95, Device 10/96
Per saltire gules and argent, a raven displayed proper, maintaining a quill pen sable a
bordure embattled counterchanged.
Thomas Stewart Name and Device 06/89
Per fess vert and sable, in pale two staves in saltire and a sword reversed fracted
chevronwise argent.
Thomas the Incomplete Badge 10/07
--Badge
Azure, a pall between two ruined towers Or.
Thomas von Wildstein Name and Device 09/06, Badge 01/09
Per pale gules and sable, a musimon rampant contourny within a bordure Or.
--Badge
(fieldless) A stein per p[ale gules and sable charged with a Garamond letter “W” Or.
Thomas Wright of Lancaster Name and Device 08/08
Argent, in bend three triremes reversed azure and a chief wavy azure semy-de-lys argent.
Thomnn Sigmundsson Name 10/90
Thorgeirr inn danski Name and Device 02/96
Per bend sinister purpure and sable, a bend sinister embattled counter-embattled between
two gauntlets aversant argent.
Thorkel Tryggvason Name 12/86, Device 09/89
Per saltire azure and sable, on a saltire embattled counter-embattled between in pale
two suns Or and in fess a decrescent and an increscent argent, a harp azure.
Thorkell Ólátsson Name and Device 10/96

Purpure, on a pile Or a Danish axe gules.
Thorleifr Ulfarinsson Name 03/12
Thorvald Greybeard Name and Device 06/97
Azure, two double-bitted battle axes in saltire and in chief three unicorn heads couped
argent.
Thorvald Hárslithi Name 06/90
Thurwulf Ragnarsson Name 12/91, Device 03/93
Per pale sable and Or, a two-headed raven displayed counterchanged, on a chief
triangular gules a sprig of mistletoe argent.
Thyra Jadvardsdottir Name and Device 12/95
Purpure, semy of unicorns rampant Or.
Tik-Astrid Olafsdottir Name 10/92
Tjorvi Lodinsson Name 04/92, Device 12/92
Per pale gules and sable, two wolves combattant argent, on a chief embattled Or a paw
print sable.
--Badge 05/93
Per pale gules and sable, two wolves' heads erased respectant argent, on a chief
embattled Or a paw print sable.
Todd of Golden Keype Device 08/92
(holding name for Kamber MacKinnon)
Chevronelly Or and gules, a thistle and on a bordure sable three crosses crosslet fitchy
argent.
--Badge 08/92
Sable, a pale chevronelly Or and gules between in chief a thistle, slipped and leaved,
and a cross cross let fitchy argent.
Toghan Temur Name 11/01
Toirdhealbhach an Cat Dubh' Name 10/92, Device 11/06
Per pale argent and sable, two natural panthers rampant addorsed tails nowed and
crossed, in base a county coronet, all within an orle of chain counterchanged.
Toireasa ni Thighearnaigh Name 12/94, Device 06/97
Sable, a catamount's head and a chief embattled argent.
Tóki Gunnarsson Name 4/97
Tomas mac Odhrain Device 03/10
Per chevron azure and sable, a chevron raguly on the upper edgebetween two quill pens
bendwise sinister and a halberd argent.
Tomas Skotakollr Name 12/95, Device 08/96
Azure, a lion statant in chief two mullets, in base a point pointed, all within a
bordure Or.
Toran of Wyvernwoode

Name 10/10

Toran Saraev Name 08/08, Device 04/09, Alternate Names 05/09
Per chevron gules and argent, two Russian Ortodox crosses and a fox passant
counterchanged.
--Alternate Name Unegen Gal
--Alternate Name Rittavvecs maqqas Dunaidonas
Torrin of Swansea Name 06/89
Tristan Drax Name 12/12
Tristram O’Kennedy Name and Device 11/12
Argent, a wolf passant sable and in chief three trefoil knots gules.
Troy Justice Name 12/04
Tuathal in Daim Gil mac Sáerbrethaig Uí Donnchada Name 03/10, Device 12/08

Azure, two stags salient addorsed argent.
--Badge 10/10
Per pale argent and azure, two stags salient addorsed counterchanged.
Turold Dunstan Arminger Name 02/07, Device 02/09
Azure, a chevron rampu between three fleurs-de-lis one and two and a natural sea-turtle
argent.
Tycho Fugger Name 08/86
Tymm Colbert le Gard Name 06/97, Device 06/98
Per pale azure and sable mullety, a pale wavy in dexter a dolphin haurient contourny
argent.
Udvarhelyi Barar Aeryck Name and Device 06/86
Azure, crusilly, a sword inverted and sheathed argent, entwined with a ribbon of
parchment Or, a chief erminois.
Ulayyah bint Naima Name and Device 10/01
Argent, a winged cat sejant regardant dexter paw raised azure.
Ulfhedin Ragnarsson Name 08/90, Device 01/91
Per fess gules and sable, three swords inverted in point Or, ion chief three death's
heads argent, and an orle Or.
Ulrica Wren de Montgomery Name and Device 06/89
Purpure, a Bowen knot between three wrens close, those in chief respectant Or.
Ulric Asone Name 08/12
Ulrich der Geschwinde van Augsburg Name and Device 02/83
Argent, a wolfs head erased sable, on a chief indented gules a cross foimy fitchy argent
surmounted by a bordure counterchanged.
--Badge 02/84
Argent, a wolf rampant maintaining in its dexter forepaw a sword sable, hilted Or,
within a bordure quarterly gules and sable.
(For Haushalt Welfischer)
--Household Name 02/84
Welfischer, Haushalt
Ulrich Eichenschild of Prussia Name 06/88, Device 08/88
Gyronny of four from dexter chief azure and argent, a tree eradicated gules within an
orle counterchanged.
Ulrich Sturmaere Name 05/11
Umm Ya’qub Yamina bint Ibrahim al-Zahra’ Name 11/12
Una of Blackberry Hollow Name 02/90, Device 10/92
Vert, on a bend sinister wavy argent, a blackberry vine leaved and fructed proper.
--Badge 10/92
(Fieldless) On a triskele argent, a blackberry slip vert fructed proper.
--Badge 09/95
(Fieldless) On a triskele argent the letter U vert.
--Household Name 08/94
Blackberry Hollow, House
Uriah Lightfoot Name 12/85
Ursula Bienaime Name & Device 05/05
Purpure scaly Or, a pale Or scaly purpure.
Ursula Gabrielis Name 03/10
Ursula Katze Name and Device 12/83
Azure, in pale on a crescent inverted Or a natural leopard passant guardant sable, and a
bear sejant to sinister reguardant argent.
Usama al-Rashid Name 06/00, Device 05/01
Argent, a brazier sable enflamed proper between in cross four decrescents gules.

Valbrandr stúgr

Name 10/10

Valeria Rufina de Andalusia Name 05/93
Valeria Serena Ongaro Name and Device 02/11
Per bend sinister vert and gules, a lion statant contourny Or and a ram clymant argent.
Valgard Gunnarsson Name 02/06 and Device 11/99
Ermine, issuant from base a dragon's head contourny and in chief two Thor's hammers
gules.
Veronica da Mifano Name and Device 12/04
Per bend sinister purpure and argent a Latin cross argent and a peacock in his pride
proper.
Vefaug Myrkjartansdottir Name ahd Device 03/05
Or semy of oak leaves vertm on a fess sable an owl argent
Victoire de Whitney Name 06/95, Device 10/97
Argent, a lion rampant sable and on a chief indented vert three fleurs-de-lys Or.
Victor Hifdebrand von Kofn Name and Device 12/86
Ermine, on a bend sinister between two foxes'headserased azure, four mullets pierced
argent.
--Badge 01/90
(Fieldless) A fox's head erased azure.
Victoria Fox Name and Device 04/92
Purpure, on a bend sinister argent between a pair hands Or, three red fox's tails
palewise tips to base, proper.
Victoria of Swansea Name 12/88, Device 06/90
Vert, a swan naiant proper within a bordure plumetty argent and sable.
Victoria of Vig Name and Device 10/01
Vert, a bend dancetty Or between a triquetra inverted and an open book argent.
Vilkin Jöfursbani Name 04/94, Device 11/93
Azure, a boar's head couped close contourny and on a chief embattled argent a boar spear
reversed azure.
Vincent Garnock Name 04/88
Vitruvius Gracchus Name 01/12
Vivenne le Corbeau Name 03/12, Device 12/12
Per fess argent and azure, a raven sable and a Norman helment argent.
Vladimir Zhaba Name and Device 12/95
Per fess argent and gules, a fess embattled counter-embattled counterchanged, in chief a
reremouse sable.
Vlkava Wandelber Name and Device 03/10
Per fess sable and argent, three increscents two and one argent and a sea-pithon erect
vert.
Waclaw von Pressburg Name 04/98
Waldemar Stanislaw of White Mountain Name and Device 09/03
Argent chape azure, three goblets two and one gules.
Walter Heinrich Name 04/03
Walter Wakefeld Name 03/12
Warjna Waleska Kaztjmjr Name and Device 06/86
Argent, on a roundel indented sable a wyvern coward reguardant, grasping its tail,
argent.
Wasim ibn Mu’in ibn Sulaiman Name and Device 02/11

Per pale gules and vert, a candle argent flammant Or within a serpent involved Head to
base argent.
Wihtgar Silfrhar Name 08/86
Wilem de la Champagne Name 10/00
Wilhelm Steinhauser Name and Device 12/85
Or, a bend between a tower and an eagle displayed, and on a chief sable, three crosses
cross let fitchy Or.
Wilhelm von Meissen gennant Frawenlop Name 10/97, Device 04/98, Alt Name 02/07
Wilhelm Benedicti
Purpure, a recorder and on a chief argent three rnusical notes gules.
Willa of Mathom Trove Device 12/04
(holding name for Cait Roche)
Gules, a castle between three fishes argent.
William of Castlemere Name O6/OO
William of Glymmerholde Device 10/87
(holding name for William de Warrene)
Ermine, in pale a dragon rampant sable, bellied and winged gules, and two lances in
saltire sable.
William Hauke of Effingham Name and Device 03/10
Quarterly gules and sable, a bordure argent semy of hawks rising contourny gules.
--Badge 03/10
(Fieldless) A clenched gauntlet gules charged on the cuff with four chevronels inverted
argent.
William of Kent Name and Device 02/11
Purpure, a chevron between a greyhound coyrant and a sun Or.
William of the Hill Name 04/03
William of Oxford Name 03/94
William Ulf Name 12/08, Device 04/10
Per fess sable and gules, in chief two swords in saltire argent and in base in fess a
sword inverted Or between two Latin doubled crosses crosslet argent.
Winifred of Wallyngford Name and Device 10/07
Azure, a portcullis and in chief two sealions erect argent.
Wolfgang von Strassburg Name 01/94
Wolfram Faust Name and Device 02/92
Argent, scaly vert, a sea-wolf tailed as a fish erect sable attired 9f ram's horns Or.
--Badge 05/96
(Fieldless) A wolfs head erased sable attired of a ram's horns Or.
Wulfgar of Gleann Dubh Device 12/86
(holding name for Wulfgar der Krieger)
Sable, five pheons conjoined, points outward, between three wavy-bladed daggers in pall,
points to center, proper, all between two gores Or.
Wulflinde Aethelwulf Name 08/90
Wulfric Ie Taverner Name 10/01
Wulfric Rennison Name and Device 12/10
Per pall azure, sable and argent, a compass star Orand two wolf’s heads erased addorsed
counterchanged.
Wyllyam Hawkyn Name and Device 07/11
Per bend sinister gules and argent, on a bend sinister sable between a griffin argent
and a palm tree couped sable three great helms palewise Or.
Xanthus Drake Ruthendale Name 06/89

Yankov ben Shmuel haLevi Name 10/07
Yin of Oldenfeld Holding Name and Device 03/12
Sable, a coney courant argent and in base a calamarie Or.
Ygraine Rhianydd Osbourne Name 04/92
Yrsa kistill Gunnarsdottir Name 05/96
Ysabel de Vich Name and Device 11/11
Gules, on a latin cross argent a rose purpure seeded, a bordure wavy argent.
Ysabella Celestina Manrique de Palma Name 04/91, Device 04/06
Per pale argent and gules, goutty, a cross of Santiago and chief invected, all
counterchanged.
--Augmentation of Arms 04/06
Per pale argent and gules, goutty, a cross of Santiago and chief invected, all
counterchanged, and for augmentation, on the chief, three escallops counterchanged.
--Badge 1 0/02
(Field less) An owl displayed supported by a weaving tablet argent charged with a cross
of Santiago gules.
--Badge 04/06
Per pale argent and gules, goutty, four mascles in cross, in base two bars wavy, a chief
invected, all counterchanged.
--Heraldic Title 07/05
Silver Owl Herald
Ysabella the Archer Name 08/12
Ysabeau Marie d'Auvergne Name and Device 02/03
Argent, a fleur-de-lys and a chief embattled azure.
Ysar de la Nuit Blanche Name and Device 08/79
Sable, an African lion couchant affronty, forepaws crossed proper, orbed vert.
Yuan Yang Name 01/07, Device 02/07
Per pall inverted azure, gules and Or, an Oriental dragon tergiant embowedcounterembowed argent.
--Badge 04/02
Vert, an Oriental dragon tergiant embowed-counterembowed within a bordure argent
Zaida of Southkeep Device 04/89
(holding name for Zaida biht al-Gassal)
Or, a camel couchant and on a chief nebuly gules, two moons in their complement Or.
Zephirine le Megre Name and Device 03/08
Per pale gules and sable, a chevron Or between three octopi argent.
Zihir ibri Zaki Name and Device 02/92
Sable, abezant between thre'e daggers inverted argent.
Zelina Marie Durrant Name 04/92
Zophar Dragon Name and Device 04/97
Per bend Or and azure scaly argent, a wooden dragon headed staff proper and a ram's horn
reversed Or.
--Badge 04/97
(Fieldless) A ram's horn reversed sable.
Zubayda von Drachenberg Name 06/89
Pórunn Vígadóttir Name 06/00, Device 06/02, Badge 02/07
Or, a winged lioness passant reguardant contourny vert and a chief wavy azure charged
with two barrulets wavy argent.
--Badge
Per saltire gules and azure, on a sun Or a crane inits vigilance contourny azure within
a bordure Or.

Kingdom Arms
Trimaris, Kingdom of Name 04/81, Device 05/82
Argent, on a fess wavy between two triskeleSazure a crown of five points, each point
tipped with a mullet, argent, between overall a laurel wreath counterchanged.
Consort Device 06/88
Argent, on a fess wavy between in pale two triskeles azure, a crown of five points, each
point ensigned of a mullet, between in fess two roses argent, all between five roses, two, two
and one, azure.
Consort's Heir Device 12/03
Argent, on a fess wavy between in pale two triskeles azure, a crown of five points, each
point ensigned of a mullet, between in Jess two roses argent, all between five roses, two, two
and one, azure differenced by a label throughout dovetailed sable.
Flag 04/81
Argent, a fess wavy between three triskelions arrondi one and two azure.
Sovereign's Heir Device 06/04
Argent, on a fess wavy azure between a label throughout dovetailed and a triskele azure
a crown of five points, each point tipped with a mullet argent.
Triskele Principal Herald Name 02/83, Principal Herald's Seal 03/03
(Tinctureless) On a fess wavy between in chief two straight trumpets in saltire and
triskeles sans nombre a crown of four points.

Orders of Trimaris
Argent Estoille of Trimaris, Order of the Name 10/91, Badge 12/96
Quarterly azure and vert, an estoille a bordure embattled argent.
Argent Morningstar of Trimaris, Order of the Name 08/94, Badge 06/95
Azure, a morningstar bendwise within a bordure argent.
Argent Palm of Trimaris, Order of the Name 06/90, Badge 02/96
Azure, a palm tree couped within a bordure argent.
Argent Rainbow of Trimaris, Order of the Name 02/96, Badge 05/96 (closed
order)
Azure, a rainbow argent.
Argent Scales, Order of the Name 11/88, Badge 06/95
Argent scaly azure.
Argent Sword of Trimaris, Order of the Name 08/94, Badge 06/95
Azure, a triskele between three swords in pall points to center argent.
Argent Trefoil of Trimaris, Order of the Name 12/91, Badge 02/96
Argent, on a triskele vert a trefoil argent.
Arc d'Or, Order of the Name 08/92, Badge 12/95
Azure, a bow fesswise Or between three triskeles one and two argent.
Black Widow, Order of the Badge 02/96 (closed order)
Argent, on a spider inverted sable a triskele Or.
Cross od Saint Joan, Order of Name and Badge 11/06
Azure, on a cross fleury between four fleurs-de-lys bases to center argent a triskle
azire all within a bordure argent.
Crowns Order of Gratitude Name 09/95, Badge 02/96
Per pale azure and vert, a triskele within a bordure Or.
Emerald Sea, Order of the Name 02/83, Badge 05/96
Barry wavy vert and argent, a triskele within a bordure Or.
Fletcher, Order of the Name 08/92, Badge 12/03

(Fieldless) Four Japanese arrow notches conjoined in saltire bases to center azure.
Golden Galleon, Order of the Name 06/90, Badge 02/96
Azure, a galleon Or.
Golden Lance of Trimaris, Order of the Badge 10/05, Name 02/06
Azure semy of triskeles argent, a lance Or.
Grey Beard, Order of the Name 08/84, Badge 08/84
Per pale sable and azure, in saltire a crutch Or and a sword inverted proper, in chief a
pair of eyeglasses argent, stringed Or.
Healers Lamp, Order of the Name 12/91, Badge 02/96
Azure, on a Arabic lamp Or a fleam gules.
Heralds' Tressure of Trimaris, Order of the Name 07/93, Badge 07/04
(Fieldless) on a maunch azure semy of triskeles argent.
Mermaids' Pearl of Trimaris, Order of the Name 07/93, Badge 06/97
Argent, a handmirror azure silvered argent. .
Quiver, Order of the Name 12/91, Badge 05/96
Argent, on a quiver with three arrows azure a triskele argent.
Silver Saddle of Trimaris, Order of the Name and Badge 05/04
Per fess azure and vert, a tournament saddle argent.
Silver Shield of Trimaris, Order of the Name 03/94, Badge 09/95
Argent, on a triskele azure an escutcheon argent.
Silver Trident, Order of the Name 02/83, Badge 06/95
Azure, a trident argent.
Trade Winds of Trimaris, Order of the Name 02/92, Badge 06/95
Argent, an aeolus azure.
Trimarian Gratitude, Order of Name 02/83, Badge 02/96
Barry wavy azure and argent, a triskele within a bordure Or.
Triskele of Trimaris, Order of the Name 02/83, Badge 06/95
Azure, a triskele argent.
Watchful Flame of Trimaris, Order of the Name 07/93, Badge 08/04
Argent, eight flames in annulo bases to center azure
White Scarf of Trimaris, Order of the Name 10/92
Token: A white scarf worn about the left shoulder.

Baronial Orders
Barony of An Crosaire
Cross and Serpent, Order of the Name 04/81, Badge 12/03
(Fieldless) A saltire couped sable involved by a snake facing sinister vert armed and
langued gules.
Serpents Gem, Order of the Name 12/95, Badge
Red Feather, Order of Badge 12/03, Name 05/06
(Fieldless) A snake in annulo lozengy vert and Or.
Ordo Torquis, Order of Name 09/07, Device 03/08
(Fieldless) A feather fesswise gules.
Barony of Darkwater
Acorn Glade, Order of the Name 12/94, Badge 03/99
(Fieldless) Four oak leaves in cross, stems to center gules, and four acorns in saltire,
caps to center Or all conjoined at the center point.

--Badge 05/99 .
(Fieldless) Four oak leaves conjoined in saltire stems to center gules between four
acorns conjoined in cross caps to center Or.
Darkwater Defender, Order of the Badge 11/99, Name 09/07
Barry wavy sable apd argent, a trident head gules.
Hidden Treasure, League of Name 03/94, Badge 11/98
Sable, on a plate between four escallops inverted Or, a trident head gules, all within
an orle argent.
Trident Keype, Order of the Name 12/85, Badge 12/85
Sable, on an escallop inverted Or, a castlE; of thre.e towers gules.
Barony of Marcaster
Golden Citadel, Order of the Badge 02/06, Name 09/07
Azure, issuant from the battlements of a demi-tower a beacon Or enflamed proper, a tiere
wavy paly wavy argent and azure.
--Badge 02/06
Azure, abrzier Or enflamed proper, a tiere wavypaly wavy argent and azure.
Golden Standard, Order of the Name 11/06, Badge 02/06
Azure, issuant from the battlements of a demi-tower a banner Or, a tiere wavy paly wavy
argent and azure .
Golden Well, Order of Badge 02/06, Name 09/07
Azure, a natural fountain Or, a tiere wavy paly wavy argent and azure.
Barony of Oldenfeld
Golden Beacon of Oldenfeld, Order of the Name 05/06
Barony of Wyvernwoode
Wyvern's Claw, Order of the Name 02/83, Badge 09/06
Vert, a wyvern’s foot inverted couped contourny argent.
Wyvern's Scale, Order of the Name 06/90, Badge 03/10
Vert, scaly Or, a wyvern erect contourny argent within a bordure Or.
Wyvern's Heart, Order of the Name 09/06, Badge 03/10
Vert, a tricorporate wyvern contourny within a bordure argent.

Badges of Trimaris
Trimaris, Kingdom of Badge 09/95
(Fieldless) A triskele azure.
Assigned for wear by the populace
Trimaris, Kingdom of Badge 09/95
(Fieldless) A triskele gules.
Trimaris, Kingdom of Badge 09/95
(Fieldless) A triskele purpure.
Trimaris, Kingdom of Badge 09/95
(Fieldless) A triskele sable.
Trimaris, Kingdom of Badge 09/95
(Fieldless) A triskele vert.
Assigned for wear by the Trimarian Page's Guild
Trimaris, Kingdom of Badge 06/02
(Fieldless) An open scroll azure.
Assigned to the Chart-Signet herald
Trimaris, Kingdom of Badge 06/02
(Fieldless) A Iymphad sails unfurled azure.

Assigned to the Lymphad Herald
Trimaris, Kingdom of Badge 06/02
(Fieldless) A banner azure.
Assigned to the Ensign Herald
Trimaris, Kingdom of Badge 06/02
(Fieldless) An oar azure.
Assigned to the Trireme Herald
Trimaris, Kingdom of Badge 06/02
(Fieldless) An open book azure.
Assigned to the Coracle herald.
Trimaris, Kingdom of Badge 06/02
(Fieldless) A sail fastened to its mast and hanging from its yardarm azure.
Assigned to the Caravel Herald.
Trimaris, Kingdom of Badge 06/02
(Fieldless) A delf azure.
Assigned to the Jack Herald.
Trimaris, Kingdom of Badge 06/02
(Fieldless) A hulk azure.
Assigned to the Hulk Herald.
Trimaris, Kingdom of Badge 09/03
Azure, two chevronels and in chief three triskeles argent.
Assigned to the Triskele Legion.
Trimaris, Kingdom of Badge 09/03
Azure, a drakkar and in chief three triskeles argent.
Assigned to the Navy Kitcheneers.
Trimaris, Kingdom of Badge 01/91
(Fieldless) Upon an open book argent, in fess a triskele and an hourglass azure.
Assigned to the Kingdom Historian.
Trimaris, Kingdom of Badge 01/94
Azure, a triskele argent within a triangle of three arrows interlaced Or.
Assigned to the Rangers.
Trimaris, Kingdom of Badge 06/04
Azure, two quill pens bases crossed in saltire, in chief a triskele, all within a
bordure argent.
Assigned to the Trimarian College of Scribes.
Trimaris, Kingdom of Badge 06/97
(Field less) A joscelyn wreathed azure and argent, belled argent.
Assigned to the Bard Laureate
Trimaris, Kingdom of Badge 06/97
Per saltire argent and azure, in fess a Danish axe and a dagger argent.
Assigned to Weapon's Master
Trimaris, Kingdom of Badge 10/05
Azure, a greyhound courant to sinister beween three triskeles one and two argent.
Assigned to the Trimarian Coursing College
Trimaris, Kingdon of Badge 02/07
Azure, in pall three horse’s heads conjoined at the neck argent charged with a triskle
azure.
Trimaris, Kingdon of Badge 03/08
Or, a chamfron sable.
Trimaris, Kingdon of Badge 05/11
Argent, a triple-headed wingless sea-drasgon contourney vert within an orle of triskeles
azure.
Trimaris, Kingdon of Badge 01/12

Gules, on a plate a triskele azure, a chief engrailed argent.

Heralds of Trimaris
Archive Pursuivant
12/85 Device research/Internal/External Commentary
Barque Pursuivant
12/85 Permanent scroll requests
Caravel Pursuivant
05/02 Court Herald
Chart Herald
12/85 Scroll preparation for Court
Coracle Herald
12/85 Heraldic education
Crusilly Pursuivant
12/85 An Crosaire Baronial Herald
Dhow Pursuivant
08/01 Award tokens
Ensign Pursuivant
12/85 Name research/Internal/External Commentary
Hulk Herald
06/95 Past Lymphad
Jack Pursuivant
08/01 Triskele Deputy Successor
Keel Herald
Egroup Moderator
Lymphad Herald
12/85 Name and Device submissions
Mast Herald
Liaison between Crown and Chart
Rustre Herald
09/03
Seacat Pursuivant
12/85 Triskele Clerk
Sextant Herald
12/85 Order of Precedence
Sundial Pursuivant
12/85 CoH Webpage Deputy
Trident Keype Pursuivant 12/94 Darkwater Baronial Herald
Triskele Herald
12/85 Principal Herald of Trimaris
Wyvern Pursuivant
09/84 Wyvernwood Baronial Herald

Group Arms and Badges
Amurgorod, Shire of Name ano Device 06/90
Pean, a sword inverted hilted of a triskele, within a laurel wreath argent, a bordure
embattled Or.
An Crosaire, Barony of Name and Device 10/79
Argent, in dexter a saltire throughout sable, involved by a snake facing sinister vert,
armed and langued gules, and in sinister chief a laurel wreath vert.
-~Badge 12/03
(Fieldless) A saltire couraed sable involved by a snake facing sinister vert armed and
langued gules.
(For Order of the Cross and Serpent)
--Badge 12/03
(Fieldless) A feather fesswise gules.
(Plume l'Angel Rouge)
(Fieldless) A saltire flory sable surmounted by a cross flory fitchy argent.
Bentonshire, Shire of Name and Device 04/03
Per fess sable and Or, a mermaid maintaining over her head two swords in saltire all
within a laurel wreath counterchanged.
Castlemere, Shire of Name 11/82, Device 02/83
Vert, on a fess between three towers argent a laurel wreath vert.
Crystal Moor, Shire of Name 02/90
Darkwater, Barony of Name 12/85, Device 02/83
Sable, two dolphins haurient respectant within a laurel wreath Or and on a chief wavy
argent three trident's heads gules.
--Augmentation of Arms 05/94
Sable, within a laurel wreath two dolphins haurient respectant Or, on a chief wavy
argent three trident heads gules, as an augmentation, on the chief a canton throughout in base
azure charged with a triskele argent.
--Badge 12/85
Sable, on an escallop inverted Or, a castle of three towers gules.
(For Order of the Trident Keype)
--Badge 12/95
(Fieldless) Two dolphins haurient respectant Or sustaining a trident gules.

--Badge 11/98
Sable, on a plate between four e~callops inverted Or, a trident head gules, all within
an orle argent.
(For League of Hidden Treasure)
--Badge 03/99
(Fieldless) Four oak leaves in cross, stems to center gules, and four acorns in saltire,
caps to center Or all conjoined at the center point.
(For Order of the Acorn Glade)
--Badge 05/99
(Fieldless) Four oak leaves conjoined in saltire stems to center gules between four
acorns conjoined in cross caps to center Or.
(For Order of the Acorn Glade)
--Badge 11/99 ,
Barry wavy sable and argent, a trident head gules.
(For Order of Darkwater Defender)
Fíodh Ôgáin, Shire of Name and Device 01/07
Per bend gules and sable, on a bend argent three ravens rising palewise sable and in
sinister chief a laurel wreath argent.
Loch Gryffyn, Shire of Name 06/90, Device 01/91 (inactive)
Per saltire argent and sable, a triskele pierced and in base a laurel wreath vert.
Marcaster, Barony of Name 11/06, Device 11/06
Azure, a castle within a laurel wreath Or, a tierce wavy paly azure and argent.
--Badge 02/06
Azure, issuant from the battlements of a demi-tower a beacon Or enflamed proper, a tiere
wavy paly wavy argent and azure.
--Badge 02/06
Azure, abrzier Or enflamed proper, a tiere wavypaly wavy argent and azure.
--Badge 02/06
Azure, issuant from the battlements of a demi-tower a banner Or, a tiere wavy paly wavy
argent and azure .
--Badge 02/06
Azure, a natural fountain Or, a tiere wavy paly wavy argent and azure.
Mathorn Trove, Canton of Name and Device 02/80
Chevronelly inverted argent and azure, on a sun Or between three dragons dormant, those
in chief respectant, sable a laurel wreath vert.
--Badge 02/80 .
Per saltire argent and azure, issuant in pale two demi-suns sable and issuant in fess
two demi-suns Or.
(Flag)
--Badge 02/80
Per chevron inverted argent and azure, overall a dragon's gamb erased sable grasping a
sun Or.
nan Crioch Tuatha, Stronghold of Name 04/95, Device 08/96
Argent, a sealion gules within a laurel wreath vert in chief two Iymphads sails furled
gules.
--Badge 02/98
(Fieldless) A sealion issuant from a hulk gules.
Narval Dorado, Shire of Name 05/82, Device 08/84 (inactive)
Per fess wavy azure and vert, a sea-unicorn within a laurel wreath Or.
Oldenfeld, Barony of Name and Device 10/82
Vert, in pale a lion couchant guardant and a laurel wreath Or.
--Augmentation of Arms 06/02
Vert, in pale a lion couchant guardant and a laurel wreath Or, as an augmentation,
within the laurel wreath a triskele argent.
Peregrine,Springs, Canton of Name and Device 08/86
Argent, a falcon rising, wings elevated and displayed, gules, environed of a laurel
wreath vert, a base wavy barry wavy of six azure and argent.
Riverrnoor, Shire of Name 05/05, Device 11/06
Per fess gules and azure, on a mullet Or a laurel wreath vert, a bordure Or.
Ruins, Shire of the Name 02/83, Device 04/88

Argent, a phoenix rising gules, enflamed Or, issuant from a tower fracted palewise,
within a laurel wreath sable.
Sangre del Sol, Shire of Name and Device 10/79
Argent, a sun gules pierced by a sword inverted sable distilling three gouts de sang,
within a laurel wreath vert.
Sea March, Shire of Name and Device 02/83
Or, chape ploye gules, a blond merman erect affronty holding his tail in his sinister
hand proper, tailed argent, a blonde mermaid erect affronty holding her tail in her dexter hand
proper, tailed argent, and a laurel wreath vert.
South keep, Shire of Name and Device 02/83
Azure, a tower issuant from a base embattled Or, in canton a crux stellata argent, in
base a laurel wreath vert.
Stagridge, Shire of Name 08/96, Device 11/98
Or, a stag's head erased within a laurel wreath sable.
Starhaven, Shire of Name 08/86, Device 11/88
Azure, a weaver's shuttle palewise argent within a laurel wreath, in chief two estoiles
Or.
--Badge 11/88
Argent, on a vair bell azure1 an estoile Or.
Stedborough, Canton of Branch Name change 07/11
Storm, Shire of the Name 10/90, Device 10101 (inactive)
Per fess sable and azure, a lymphad sails unfurled within a laurel wreath and a bordure
Or.
Suðrholt, Shire of Name and Device 02/11
Per bend wavy argent and sable, a oak tree eradicated proper and in base a trickle
argent, all within a laurel wreath counterchanged.
Swampkeep, Canton of Name 06/91, Device 03/94
Vert, goutty d'eau, a tower triply towered, its base-within a laurel wreath Or.
--Badge 05/93
(Fieldless) A dragon's head couped affronty vert, transfixed by a trident head Or.
Triois, Shire of Name and Device 09/97
Per fess indented vert and azure, a dance and in base a laurel wreath Or.
Trisel, Shire of Name 09/09
Vaca del, Mar, Shire of Name 12/88, Device 06/91
Sable, on a pile argent surmounted by a laurel wreath counterchanged, a manatee azure.
Wyvernwoode, Barony of Name and Device 06/73
Vert, a wyvern passant argent, winged and bellied, within a laurel wreath Or.
--Augmentation of Arms 04/98
Vert, a wyvern passant argent, winged and bellied within a laurel wreath Or and as an
augmentatronon a chief wavy argent three triskeles azure.
--Badge 08/79
Vert, in pale the letter W argent and another Or.

